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DIRECTOR'S CITATION EDITORIAL

From the desk of editor

Dear readers, and the central bank to offset the impact of a sales tax hike. Meanwhile, 

the Chinese government has acted for the first time this year to boost 
I take this opportunity to 

economic growth after a string of disappointing data led to fears of a 
t h a n k  y o u  a l l  f o r  

slowdown and has announced a modest package of economic stimulus 
encouraging the research 

measures.
team to keep going with 

our weekly newsletter Some emerging markets are facing headwinds due to a fall in commodity 

“Wise Money”. The past 8 prices and the risks associated with China's structural transformation and 

Years have been, at the Fed's monetary-policy shift. Equally, these markets are also facing 

times, very adventurous political and electoral risks. However, the case of India is different. Now 

due to the ups and downs India has been a favorite destination for the foreign players and they are 

in the markets. Those actively participating in the markets as they perceived that more business-

challenges forced us, as a friendly government, post election, will form in the centre. The trend of 

team, to look within, and the markets for the time being looks rosy, but we may see some kind of 

to focus on how to correction after the announcement of the poll outcome, adjusting to the 

p r o d u c e  t h e  b e s t  real fundamentals, before setting a long term bull trend. 

editorial product for our 
On the commodity front, lower level buying along with physical and ETF 

readers.  As an editor, I 
demand is likely to give cushion to the bullion counter. In agri pack, soya 

am happy to say that we've emerged stronger than ever and of course wanted to 
complex may extend gains this week on lower output concerns. Sugar 

put together this note to share our editorial direction in terms of the stock 
prices positive momentum can continue on lower production estimates. 

markets with you all. Throughout these years, this editorial team has always 
FOMC meeting minutes on 9th April will be closely awaited this week which 

been, and will continue to be, authentic, authoritative and accessible. 
will give direction to the gold prices. This week key economic indicators 

Now we can see that there is a shift of economic, financial, and geopolitical risks such as US Michigan confidence data along with US budget statement are 

across the globe. The US economy has managed to emerge from its worst likely to influence metals and energy movement. Movement of local 

subprime crisis of the year 2008, and now has profoundly positioned itself for a currency rupee will also affect the commodity market which has 

smooth growth.  The US market has now risen more than 180 per cent since its appreciated very swiftly, of course, the time will dictate its intensity. 

subprime crisis and it would not be wrong, if we say that the world economy is Geopolitical tensions in Ukraine and Syria along with the movement of the 

getting better, although overall growth remains too slow and fragile.  Thanks to greenback will guide crude oil movements. 

ECB president Mario Draghi, who has assured that it will do whatever is needed 
Once again, I would like to thank you and assure you that the editorial team 

to spur growth in the economy. ECB, in its recent monetary policy meeting, has 
would continue to enlighten up all the issues in the global economy and 

left Interest rates unchanged and also comforted the market participants that 
events that shape up in the year that affect all the financial markets and 

ECB would use “unconventional instruments” to cope effectively with risks of a 
keep you posted so that all investors and traders can take informed 

too prolonged period of low inflation in the economy. The Euro area has emerged 
decision. At last, I wish to thank all the team members, the management 

from recession last year, but that has done little good to the jobs market and it 
and the readers for their continuous support and guidance in making this 

seems that it is high time to improve the job market in the economy. If we talk 
magazine qualitative and effective. 

about the Japanese economy, the first monetary arrow of Abenomics had 

boosted private investment and exports, but the remaining two arrows namely Thank you for incredible eight years. And thank you, as ever, for 
the structural reform and a fiscal plan are needed to be broadly fired. The reading Wise Money.
Japanese government which has raised the consumption tax from 5% to 8% from 

1st of April now has to feel the burden of 58 billion USD (estimated) fiscal 

revenue. Now, investors are expecting kind of measures from the government 

THE SMC RESEARCH TEAM

4

®

It was the day when it all started seven years ago. This issue marks the 7th anniversary of Wise Money; I 

express my happiness at this occasion. This weekly newsletter has gathered tremendous popularity in 

just 7 years and has garnered the favoritism of the market populace. I am extremely proud of it and 

wish you all the best. I expect in the years to come this newsletter will open new vistas for market 

participants. I would also like to congratulate the team of Wise Money as their sheer hard work, 

perseverance and determination have helped the magazine to reach this place. Again, congratulations 

on reaching this important milestone and best wishes for your continued success.

It seems like just yesterday when all this has started. Hard to believe that Wise Money has 

completed seven years of amazing growth. Congratulations on your successful completion of 7 

great years. The knowledge sharing framework provided by Wise Money is great!  My best wishes to 

Wise Money, its amazing team and the illustrious leader for success, growth and fame among the 

readers. I wish to thank the Wise Money team for their dedicated support & wish them great success 

in their future endeavors. Best wishes again to the Wise Money team.

Wise Money has served as a capsule of knowledge for the investors. It has always featured accurate 

facts and figures and guided the investors in putting their money in the right avenues. The team has 

been working very hard since the past 7 years to deliver excellence. It has strived to improve with 

every issue. The management is very proud of the team and would like to congratulate each 

member for completion of 7 years of the magazine. I wish all the best to Wise Money team.

Congratulations to all the research team for the 7 successful years of Wise Money. The magazine has 

seen all the phases of markets. Irrespective of market conditions, the magazine has maintained its 

elegance, crispiness and simplicity to understand investment ideas. I am sure that the team will 

continue its excellent analysis for many more decades. On behalf of the research team, I would like 

to thank all the directors, readers and clients for their continuous support.

Mr . D.K. Aggarwal, 

Chairman and Managing Director – SMC Investments and Advisors Limited and SMC Capitals Limited. 

MR . S C AGGARWAL

CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR, SMC GROUP

Mr . Mahesh C. Gupta

Vice-Chairman & Managing Director, SMC Group

Mr . Jagannadham Thunuguntla

Head of Research, Executive Editor “Wise Money"
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DIRECTOR'S INTERVIEW

How do you evaluate the post-poll market scenario?

Answer: I am quite positive for the stable government in the Centre. Also 
the surveys of the pre-poll by the various agencies and media indicate that 
NDA is in the firm footing. However any fractured mandate may put back 
India in difficult situation. The expectation of a stable government at the 
Centre has enthused foreign players to participate actively in the markets. 
They are of view that if a stable government will come to power, then it will 
be able to push through reforms, which the struggling economy actually 
wants. The outlook of foreign players is now changing towards India from an 
unpredictable volatile market to a stable market. So far in this year they 
have poured in Rs 9,600 crore on the hopes of a stable government post 
election. Also the stabilized Indian rupee has built confidence in the minds 
of the market participants. So, if everything goes well and as expected, 
markets will have a solid run. No doubt with better earnings revisions and 
growth than most other emerging markets, as well as declining inflation, 
India looks relatively more attractive than its peers.

What is your agenda for the new government?

Answer: Well, there are many expectations from the elections. Now India 
is tired of policy logjam and seriously needs decisive and an enlightened 
government in the Centre. In order to, propel India to a trajectory of faster, 
inclusive and sustainable economic growth, the new government should 
focus on revival of efforts towards financial inclusion, rapid clearances of 
the infrastructure projects and that would be tracked by the Prime 
Minister's office. Second, more privatization for improvement in the mining 
of coal, oil, natural gas, etc, so that core sector growth can stimulate the 
manufacturing sector. Third, opening up of new routes for capital raising 
through debt and equity but with increased disclosures and governance. 
Fourth, continuous efforts are required to correct India's performance of 
fiscal deficit and trade deficit front, which will help to make our country 
immune to any kind of global shocks. Fifth, improvement and clarity on the 
front of Tax laws, which would boost corporate decisions while expanding 
their boundaries and geographies.

Mr. Ravi Aggarwal

(Director- SMC Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.)

In the recent meeting, Janet Yellen has commented on the rate The insurance business has been booming for the insurance sector 

increase timetable, how should we think of fund flows into India? ever since it was privatized in 2000. But it has not been a smooth 

run. The chronic problem is mis-selling of the insurance products Answer: In my opinion India has seen a lot of improvement in 
so regulator and every stake holder should participate equally to correcting its fiscal and trade deficits since May 2013. In fact, Indian 
curb such practices. Awareness is crucial if the consumer is to Rupee and foreign institutional investors have shown a great amount 
receive policy that truly meets his unique requirements. The of confidence recently, despite the fact that the U.S. Federal 
government and the regulatory body should spread awareness Reserve is on its course to wind up its expansionary and 
among people. Key areas where government should ponder are unconventional monetary policy. In my opinion, the only thing that 
product innovation, balancing of interest of customers and can jeopardize the current upbeat in equity markets in the first place 
insurance companies; need to work out cost effective and is a fractured mandate in the election. However, going forward in the 
technological savy techniques.second half of the year, we may see a reduction in overall funds flow 

to the emerging markets, if the Fed increases interest rates with US 

data being reasonably positive. Few Words for “Wise Money”.

Answer: “Wise Money” was a brainchild of our research team. The 

What, according to you, are the major steps that the regulator as idea was to provide the market synopsis in a simple format 

well as the government needs to take to bring the insurance covering the equity, commodity and currency markets. I am very 

industry back on track? happy to note that over the past 8 years, the magazine has truly 

left its mark and has become the favorite amongst the investor Answer: The future of the Indian insurance sector looks bright. With 
circles. I wish all the success for the Wise Money team going Government is allowing FII, NRI and FDI routes to invest, the sector is 
forward.poised to grow. As per India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF), 

insurance sector has the potential to grow to US$ 280 billion by 2020. 
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DIRECTOR'S INTERVIEW

Should NDA come to power at the center what would be the signature policies to 

be implemented to enliven the economy?

Answer: It is believed that the policies of NDA government would be regular, obvious 

and conventional. I think the NDA will have to focus to smoothen policies in order to 

promote higher investments in infrastructure and power sector by removing supply 

side bottlenecks. The need of the hour is to simplify the various tax laws in the 

country and we hope that NDA will able to take serious steps at this front. Now, it is 

high time for the government to introduce the Goods and Services Tax (GST) as it 

boosts the overall growth of the economy. The implementation of GST will lead to the 

abolition of other taxes such as Central Sales Tax, State-level sales tax, service tax, 

etc thus avoiding multiple layers of taxation that currently exist in India. Though the 

UPA government has opened up FDI in many sectors, but the encouragement of 

foreign investments in sectors like insurance, is very important. Post election, if NDA 

comes into centre, it is believed that NDA government should further ease policies for 

the foreign investors investing in India.  And of course, controlling inflation should be 

the top priority of the NDA government. 

What is your view about the current scenario of Indian equity broking industry 

and your near-term outlook about this industry? 

Answer: As far as broking industry is concerned, cost optimization will play 

important role in future. With the decrease of retail participation in the recent years, 

the formation of the market has witnessed significant shift in past couple of years. 

So, the industry has witnessed significant pressure on pricing and this has of course 

impacted the profitability. Brokerage houses are now focusing on diversifying their revenue mix. If markets continue to make and sustain at new 

record highs, there will be definitely upward revision in the valuation of brokerages in the days to come.

What major regulatory measures or reforms do you expect the Indian government to undertake to help the broking market regain pace?

Answer: The Indian government should promote and reform measures such as reduction of Securities Transaction Tax (STT) as it will provide a boost to 

the capital markets.  Also the brokers being mediators have to face multiple problems while they discharge their functions. Moreover, the government 

should also mend the Forward Contracts Regulation Act, 1952 as it will put the commodity futures market regulator, Forward Markets Commission 

(FMC), on par with capital markets regulator Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), making it an autonomous regulator body. Further, 

moderating STT will help increasing depth of the market.

What are your views on the microfinance and NBFC space? 

Answer: NBFCs and Microfinance companies have significant role to play in India's' financial ecosystem. This is due to the fact that traditional banks 

can lend only on the basis of RBI defined guidelines. Due to this fact, several times traditional banks cannot lend to certain borrowers and in certain 

scenario they (borrowers) do not meet the RBI guidelines, in such scenario NBFC and Microfinance companies can lend to such borrowers. NBFCs 

generally charge higher interest rates than traditional banks but at least they provide necessary funding of loans to such borrowers. Keeping into 

account such significance of NBFCs and MFI, the RBI has been continuously doing efforts to grow and regulate this key market.    

“RBI has brought in various reforms in order to control the growing NPAs both for the banks and the Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs)”. 

Can RBI's policies alone undertake rising NPAs deftly?

Answer: Good health of banks is vital to the health of the economy and is required for the overall economic growth and financial stability of a nation. 

Recently, we have seen that there was an increase of NPAs of the banks for which the sector was under pressure for past few years. The reason for this 

may be many such as policy paralysis in the country, sluggish economic condition and political uncertainty to name a few. So, it would not be wise to 

say that RBI alone can undertake rising NPAs but it is also the government initiatives, which may help the banks and the NBFCs to reduce their stress. 

For a few years, both RBI and other regulators have constantly been trying several policy reforms to deal with the rising NPAs. The few measures taken 

by RBI to control NPAs in recent times are (i) Increase in FDI cap for Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs) (ii) Framework for Distressed Assets (iii) 

Central Registry of Information on Large Credits (CRILC) (iv) Corporate Debt Restructuring (CDR) norms for the NBFCs. 

As we are celebrating 8th anniversary of Wise Money, please share a few words for “Wise Money” and its team.

Answer: I am proud to see “Wise Money” celebrating its 8th anniversary. I congratulate the research team for its endeavor and offer my best wishes to 

“Wise Money”. This issue of the Wise Money represents a significant milestone in our ongoing efforts to provide our readers, with frequent and timely 

updates on what's happening in the financial world. Once again, my heart-felt congratulations to Wise Money team, and I wish it every success and 

continuous prosperity.

Mr. Himanshu Gupta

(Director- SMC Group)
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Centre has enthused foreign players to participate actively in the markets. 
They are of view that if a stable government will come to power, then it will 
be able to push through reforms, which the struggling economy actually 
wants. The outlook of foreign players is now changing towards India from an 
unpredictable volatile market to a stable market. So far in this year they 
have poured in Rs 9,600 crore on the hopes of a stable government post 
election. Also the stabilized Indian rupee has built confidence in the minds 
of the market participants. So, if everything goes well and as expected, 
markets will have a solid run. No doubt with better earnings revisions and 
growth than most other emerging markets, as well as declining inflation, 
India looks relatively more attractive than its peers.

What is your agenda for the new government?

Answer: Well, there are many expectations from the elections. Now India 
is tired of policy logjam and seriously needs decisive and an enlightened 
government in the Centre. In order to, propel India to a trajectory of faster, 
inclusive and sustainable economic growth, the new government should 
focus on revival of efforts towards financial inclusion, rapid clearances of 
the infrastructure projects and that would be tracked by the Prime 
Minister's office. Second, more privatization for improvement in the mining 
of coal, oil, natural gas, etc, so that core sector growth can stimulate the 
manufacturing sector. Third, opening up of new routes for capital raising 
through debt and equity but with increased disclosures and governance. 
Fourth, continuous efforts are required to correct India's performance of 
fiscal deficit and trade deficit front, which will help to make our country 
immune to any kind of global shocks. Fifth, improvement and clarity on the 
front of Tax laws, which would boost corporate decisions while expanding 
their boundaries and geographies.

Mr. Ravi Aggarwal

(Director- SMC Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd.)

In the recent meeting, Janet Yellen has commented on the rate The insurance business has been booming for the insurance sector 

increase timetable, how should we think of fund flows into India? ever since it was privatized in 2000. But it has not been a smooth 

run. The chronic problem is mis-selling of the insurance products Answer: In my opinion India has seen a lot of improvement in 
so regulator and every stake holder should participate equally to correcting its fiscal and trade deficits since May 2013. In fact, Indian 
curb such practices. Awareness is crucial if the consumer is to Rupee and foreign institutional investors have shown a great amount 
receive policy that truly meets his unique requirements. The of confidence recently, despite the fact that the U.S. Federal 
government and the regulatory body should spread awareness Reserve is on its course to wind up its expansionary and 
among people. Key areas where government should ponder are unconventional monetary policy. In my opinion, the only thing that 
product innovation, balancing of interest of customers and can jeopardize the current upbeat in equity markets in the first place 
insurance companies; need to work out cost effective and is a fractured mandate in the election. However, going forward in the 
technological savy techniques.second half of the year, we may see a reduction in overall funds flow 

to the emerging markets, if the Fed increases interest rates with US 

data being reasonably positive. Few Words for “Wise Money”.

Answer: “Wise Money” was a brainchild of our research team. The 

What, according to you, are the major steps that the regulator as idea was to provide the market synopsis in a simple format 

well as the government needs to take to bring the insurance covering the equity, commodity and currency markets. I am very 

industry back on track? happy to note that over the past 8 years, the magazine has truly 

left its mark and has become the favorite amongst the investor Answer: The future of the Indian insurance sector looks bright. With 
circles. I wish all the success for the Wise Money team going Government is allowing FII, NRI and FDI routes to invest, the sector is 
forward.poised to grow. As per India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF), 

insurance sector has the potential to grow to US$ 280 billion by 2020. 
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Should NDA come to power at the center what would be the signature policies to 

be implemented to enliven the economy?

Answer: It is believed that the policies of NDA government would be regular, obvious 

and conventional. I think the NDA will have to focus to smoothen policies in order to 

promote higher investments in infrastructure and power sector by removing supply 

side bottlenecks. The need of the hour is to simplify the various tax laws in the 

country and we hope that NDA will able to take serious steps at this front. Now, it is 

high time for the government to introduce the Goods and Services Tax (GST) as it 

boosts the overall growth of the economy. The implementation of GST will lead to the 

abolition of other taxes such as Central Sales Tax, State-level sales tax, service tax, 

etc thus avoiding multiple layers of taxation that currently exist in India. Though the 

UPA government has opened up FDI in many sectors, but the encouragement of 
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comes into centre, it is believed that NDA government should further ease policies for 
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the top priority of the NDA government. 

What is your view about the current scenario of Indian equity broking industry 
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impacted the profitability. Brokerage houses are now focusing on diversifying their revenue mix. If markets continue to make and sustain at new 

record highs, there will be definitely upward revision in the valuation of brokerages in the days to come.

What major regulatory measures or reforms do you expect the Indian government to undertake to help the broking market regain pace?
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the capital markets.  Also the brokers being mediators have to face multiple problems while they discharge their functions. Moreover, the government 

should also mend the Forward Contracts Regulation Act, 1952 as it will put the commodity futures market regulator, Forward Markets Commission 

(FMC), on par with capital markets regulator Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), making it an autonomous regulator body. Further, 
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What are your views on the microfinance and NBFC space? 

Answer: NBFCs and Microfinance companies have significant role to play in India's' financial ecosystem. This is due to the fact that traditional banks 

can lend only on the basis of RBI defined guidelines. Due to this fact, several times traditional banks cannot lend to certain borrowers and in certain 

scenario they (borrowers) do not meet the RBI guidelines, in such scenario NBFC and Microfinance companies can lend to such borrowers. NBFCs 

generally charge higher interest rates than traditional banks but at least they provide necessary funding of loans to such borrowers. Keeping into 

account such significance of NBFCs and MFI, the RBI has been continuously doing efforts to grow and regulate this key market.    

“RBI has brought in various reforms in order to control the growing NPAs both for the banks and the Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs)”. 

Can RBI's policies alone undertake rising NPAs deftly?

Answer: Good health of banks is vital to the health of the economy and is required for the overall economic growth and financial stability of a nation. 

Recently, we have seen that there was an increase of NPAs of the banks for which the sector was under pressure for past few years. The reason for this 

may be many such as policy paralysis in the country, sluggish economic condition and political uncertainty to name a few. So, it would not be wise to 

say that RBI alone can undertake rising NPAs but it is also the government initiatives, which may help the banks and the NBFCs to reduce their stress. 

For a few years, both RBI and other regulators have constantly been trying several policy reforms to deal with the rising NPAs. The few measures taken 

by RBI to control NPAs in recent times are (i) Increase in FDI cap for Asset Reconstruction Companies (ARCs) (ii) Framework for Distressed Assets (iii) 

Central Registry of Information on Large Credits (CRILC) (iv) Corporate Debt Restructuring (CDR) norms for the NBFCs. 

As we are celebrating 8th anniversary of Wise Money, please share a few words for “Wise Money” and its team.

Answer: I am proud to see “Wise Money” celebrating its 8th anniversary. I congratulate the research team for its endeavor and offer my best wishes to 

“Wise Money”. This issue of the Wise Money represents a significant milestone in our ongoing efforts to provide our readers, with frequent and timely 

updates on what's happening in the financial world. Once again, my heart-felt congratulations to Wise Money team, and I wish it every success and 

continuous prosperity.

Mr. Himanshu Gupta

(Director- SMC Group)



NEWS

DOMESTIC NEWS
Economy
• India's Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Raghuram Rajan kept the repo rate 

unchanged at 8% in the central bank's monetary policy review. The bank also 
kept the Cash Reserve Ratio at 4%.

• According to a survey of results from Markit Economics, India's service sector 
activity contracted for the ninth straight month in March amid easing demand 
and difficult economic climate. The HSBC Services Purchasing Managers' Index 
fell to 47.5 from February's 48.8. A PMI reading above 50 suggests contraction in 
the sector. The drop in activity was the most pronounced since last December. 

Automobile
• Ashok Leyland has bagged a contract from the Ministry of Tourism & Hospitality 

Industry, Government of Zimbabwe for supply of 670 vehicles valued at approx. US 
$ 50 million. The order is planned to be executed in the financial year 2014-15.

Oil & Gas
• Reliance Industries has received a $500 million loan from the Export 

Development Canada (EDC), Canada's leading financier and insurer of Canadian 
exporting companies.

Telecom
• Bharti Airtel and IBM have signed a new agreement to manage Airtel's 

infrastructure and application services in India over the next five years. This 
agreement builds on the 10 year relationship between the two organisations.

Power
• Tata Power is in the process of completing projects having a total generation 

capacity of nearly 850 MW, which would take its overall capacity to more than 
9,000 MW. At present, the country's largest private power producer has an 
installed generation capacity of about 8,560 MW.

Realty/ Construction
• Ashoka Buildcon has announced that the Company's subsidiary viz. Ashoka 

Concessions (ACL), has further received 4th tranche of investment of `133 
crores, which will be utilized for equity investment into various under 
construction projects.

• Kolte-Patil Developers has acquired a 30 acre land parcel at Kondhwa in Pune 
along with ASK Real Estate Special Opportunities Fund for Rs 160 crore. The 
Company will develop a residential housing project on the said land parcel. This 
land parcel is located within Pune city limits, in Katraj-Kondhwa area of South 
Pune.

Engineering
• IL&FS Engineering and Construction Company has received a Letter of Intent 

from Ireo for construction of its luxurious residential project 'Gurgoan Hills' 
located in Gurgaon, Haryana. The total value of this project is `175.80 crore, 
which is to be completed in 39 months.

Bank
• Karnataka Bank is targeting a business size of `83,000 crore comprising of 

deposits of `48,000 crore and advances of `35,000 crore for the financial year 
2014-15. The Bank has envisaged an overall growth of 20.30% in business for 
financial year 2014-15.

Capital Goods
• Alstom T&D India and Alstom Grid UK Limited have won a 22.75 million euro 

(`182 crore) contract from state-run Power Grid Corporation to supply and 
refurbish High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) converter transformers.

• KEC International has sold 7.3 acres of land in Maharashtra's Thane district, 
near Mumbai, to Ardent Properties, a subsidiary of Tata Housing Development 
Company Ltd (THDCL), for about ̀ 211.70 crore.

Retail
• V-Mart Retail has opened a new store located at Vijay Market, Opp-Gopalganj 

Bus Stand, Thawe Road, Near Rajkumar Hotel, Bihar. This is the 16th store in the 
state of Bihar across 15 cities. With this the Company has increased the tally of 
the state to 16 Fashion stores.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• US trade deficit widened to $42.3 billion in February from a revised $39.3 

billion in January. Economists had been expecting the trade deficit to narrow to 
$38.5 billion from the $39.1 billion originally reported for the previous month.

• US non-manufacturing index climbed to 53.1 in March after falling to 51.6 in 
February. A reading above 50 indicates continued growth in the service sector, 
but economists had been expecting the index to reach a reading of 53.5.

• US initial jobless claims climbed to 326,000, an increase of 16,000 from the previous 
week's revised figure of 310,000. Economists had been expecting jobless claims to 
rise to 320,000 from the 311,000 originally reported for the previous week.

• US factory orders increased by 1.6 percent in February after falling by a revised 
1.0 percent in January and tumbling by 2.0 percent in December. Economists 
had expected orders to rise by about 1.2 percent compared to the 0.7 percent 
drop originally reported for the previous month.

• Eurozone retail sales volume expanded unexpectedly in February from the 
prior month. Driven by food and non-food product sales, retail sales grew 0.4 
percent on a monthly basis in February, Eurostat reported. Economists were 
expecting sales to fall 0.5 percent after recovering last month.

• The European Central Bank (ECB) opted to keep interest rates unchanged, despite 
speculation it might lower them in an attempt to quell fears that price increases 
were either slowing down or falling into reverse. The rate was held at the record-
low of 0.25 percent, where it has stayed since November last year. The interest 
rate on the ECB's deposit facility also remained unchanged at zero percent.

EX-DATE SYMBOL PURPOSE

9-APR-14 SBT INTERIM DIVIDEND - `2.50/- PER SHARE 

10-APR-14 MYSOREBANK INTERIM DIVIDEND - `3/- PER SHARE

11-APR-14 SKFINDIA DIVIDEND - `7.50/- PER SHARE

17-APR-14 ESABINDIA FINAL DIVIDEND - `1.00

22-APR-14 PAPERPROD DIVIDEND - `2.80

25-APR-14 ABB DIVIDEND - `3.00

30-APR-14 GOODYEAR DIVIDEND - `9.00

12-MAY-14 BOSCHLTD DIVIDEND - `55.00

15-MAY-14 NESTLEIND FINAL DIVIDEND - `12.50

21-MAY-14 THOMASCOOK FINAL DIVIDEND - `0.38

MEETING DATE SYMBOL PURPOSE

11-APR-14 GOACARBON RESULTS

14-APR-14 CMC RESULTS/DIVIDEND

15-APR-14 INFY RESULTS/DIVIDEND

16-APR-14 INDUSINDBK RESULTS/DIVIDEND

16-APR-14 MINDTREE RESULTS/DIVIDEND

17-APR-14 HCLTECH RESULTS/DIVIDEND

19-APR-14 PERSISTENT RESULTS/DIVIDEND

22-APR-14 HDFCBANK RESULTS/DIVIDEND

23-APR-14 IBREALEST RESULTS/DIVIDEND

23-APR-14 M&MFIN RESULTS/DIVIDEND

24-APR-14 BIOCON RESULTS/DIVIDEND

25-APR-14 EXIDEIND RESULTS/DIVIDEND

26-APR-14 DICIND RESULTS

28-APR-14 SHREECEM RESULTS

29-APR-14 INGVYSYABK RESULTS/DIVIDEND

29-APR-14 DABUR RESULTS/DIVIDEND

9-MAY-14 TVTODAY RESULTS/DIVIDEND

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

NOTES:

1) These levels should not be confused with the daily trend sheet, which is sent every morning by e-mail in the name 

of "Morning Mantra ".

2) Sometimes you will find the stop loss to be too far but if we change the stop loss once, we will find more strength 

coming into the stock. At the moment, the stop loss will be far as we are seeing the graphs on weekly basis and 

taking a long-term view and not a short-term view.

TREND SHEET

Stocks   Closing Trend Date Rate Support Resistance Closing

Price Trend Trend  S/l

Changed Changed

SENSEX 22509 UP 12.09.13 19317 21000 20500

S&P NIFTY 6736 UP 12.09.13 5728 6250 6130

CNX IT 9472 DOWN 20.03.14 9317 9600 9800

CNX BANK 12564 UP 08.03.14 11278 11800 11500

ACC 1351 UP 08.03.14 1212 1280 1250

BHARTIAIRTEL 321 UP 03.04.14 321 306 300

BHEL 187 UP 05.09.13 138 178 170

CIPLA 396 DOWN 13.02.14 380 - 400

DLF 172 UP 13.03.14 168 160 155

HINDALCO 137 UP 08.03.14 121 125 115

ICICI BANK 1234 UP 08.03.14 1134 1180 1150

INFOSYS 3338 DOWN 13.03.14 3358 3500 3550

ITC 346 UP 13.03.14 343 340 330

L&T 1290 UP 19.09.13 888 1190 1160

MARUTI 1940 UP 19.09.13 1480 1800 1750

NTPC 123 DOWN 02.01.14 135 130 135

ONGC 326 UP 31.10.13 294 304 298

RELIANCE 953 UP 13.03.14 880 900 880

TATASTEEL 398 UP 27.03.14 376 360 350
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Economy
• India's Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Raghuram Rajan kept the repo rate 

unchanged at 8% in the central bank's monetary policy review. The bank also 
kept the Cash Reserve Ratio at 4%.

• According to a survey of results from Markit Economics, India's service sector 
activity contracted for the ninth straight month in March amid easing demand 
and difficult economic climate. The HSBC Services Purchasing Managers' Index 
fell to 47.5 from February's 48.8. A PMI reading above 50 suggests contraction in 
the sector. The drop in activity was the most pronounced since last December. 

Automobile
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Industry, Government of Zimbabwe for supply of 670 vehicles valued at approx. US 
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• Reliance Industries has received a $500 million loan from the Export 

Development Canada (EDC), Canada's leading financier and insurer of Canadian 
exporting companies.
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infrastructure and application services in India over the next five years. This 
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capacity of nearly 850 MW, which would take its overall capacity to more than 
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crores, which will be utilized for equity investment into various under 
construction projects.
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along with ASK Real Estate Special Opportunities Fund for Rs 160 crore. The 
Company will develop a residential housing project on the said land parcel. This 
land parcel is located within Pune city limits, in Katraj-Kondhwa area of South 
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• IL&FS Engineering and Construction Company has received a Letter of Intent 

from Ireo for construction of its luxurious residential project 'Gurgoan Hills' 
located in Gurgaon, Haryana. The total value of this project is `175.80 crore, 
which is to be completed in 39 months.

Bank
• Karnataka Bank is targeting a business size of `83,000 crore comprising of 

deposits of `48,000 crore and advances of `35,000 crore for the financial year 
2014-15. The Bank has envisaged an overall growth of 20.30% in business for 
financial year 2014-15.
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(`182 crore) contract from state-run Power Grid Corporation to supply and 
refurbish High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) converter transformers.
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near Mumbai, to Ardent Properties, a subsidiary of Tata Housing Development 
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Bus Stand, Thawe Road, Near Rajkumar Hotel, Bihar. This is the 16th store in the 
state of Bihar across 15 cities. With this the Company has increased the tally of 
the state to 16 Fashion stores.
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billion in January. Economists had been expecting the trade deficit to narrow to 
$38.5 billion from the $39.1 billion originally reported for the previous month.

• US non-manufacturing index climbed to 53.1 in March after falling to 51.6 in 
February. A reading above 50 indicates continued growth in the service sector, 
but economists had been expecting the index to reach a reading of 53.5.

• US initial jobless claims climbed to 326,000, an increase of 16,000 from the previous 
week's revised figure of 310,000. Economists had been expecting jobless claims to 
rise to 320,000 from the 311,000 originally reported for the previous week.

• US factory orders increased by 1.6 percent in February after falling by a revised 
1.0 percent in January and tumbling by 2.0 percent in December. Economists 
had expected orders to rise by about 1.2 percent compared to the 0.7 percent 
drop originally reported for the previous month.

• Eurozone retail sales volume expanded unexpectedly in February from the 
prior month. Driven by food and non-food product sales, retail sales grew 0.4 
percent on a monthly basis in February, Eurostat reported. Economists were 
expecting sales to fall 0.5 percent after recovering last month.

• The European Central Bank (ECB) opted to keep interest rates unchanged, despite 
speculation it might lower them in an attempt to quell fears that price increases 
were either slowing down or falling into reverse. The rate was held at the record-
low of 0.25 percent, where it has stayed since November last year. The interest 
rate on the ECB's deposit facility also remained unchanged at zero percent.
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Beat the street - Fundamental Analysis

Above calls are recommended with a time horizon of 1 year. Source: Company Website Reuters Capitaline

Face Value (`) 5.00

 52 Week High/Low 810.00/563.30

 M.Cap (`Cr.) 12393.82

 EPS (`) 110.25

 P/E Ratio (times) 7.06

 P/B Ratio (times) 1.59

 Stock Exchange BSE

` in cr

Actual              Estimate

 FY Mar-13 FY Mar-14 FY Mar-15

Revenue 5072.40 6059.70 6908.10

EBITDA 2904.70 4518.50 5049.20

EBIT 2887.40 4518.50 5049.20

Pre-tax Profit 2708.10 2607.10 2811.50

Net Income 1573.60 1696.10 1812.60

EPS 103.00 100.97 105.97

BVPS 490.28 589.31 627.92

ROE 24.40% 22.60% 22.60%

% OF SHARE HOLDING

Investment Rationale 71.9% in Q3 FY14 v/s 68.0% in Q3 FY13. The Cash 
and investments as on 31 December 2013 stood at •Bajaj Finserv is a holding company and the 
`6,500 crore.financial services arm of the Bajaj group with 

business interest in protection, lending and •In the life insurance business, the solvency ratio of 
financial advisory and wealth management the company stood at a healthy 733% as on 31 
through its various associate and subsidiary December 2013 as against the minimum 
companies. It operates in insurance business regulatory requirement of 150%. The Total 
through 75% holding in Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance investments as at 31 December 2013 stood at 
Company Ltd. and Bajaj Allianz General Insurance `38,314 crore.
Company Ltd. and in the lending business through Valuation
61.99% holding in Bajaj Finance Ltd. The company's diverse product mix and strong 

•The Asset Under Management (AUM) during the distribution network are helping the company to 
quarter ended December 2013 grew by 33% to report steady growth momentum. Rural India will 
`22,461 crore. AUM at the end of 31st March 2013 play major role in the future growth of the company. 
was at `17,517 crore. Deployments increased by The company is aggressively expanding its rural 
45% to `7,532 crore during the quarter ended reach, in January 2014 the company has Launched 
December 2013. 2nd phase of 7 new branches taking its total presence 

•The Gross NPA and Net NPA for the quarter ended to 67 towns and villages in Rural Maharashtra. We 
December 2013 stood at 1.15% and 0.23% expect the stock to see a price target of ̀ 1074 in one 
respectively. This is amongst the lowest in year time frame on a two year average P/B of 1.71x 
banking & non banking space. and FY15 (E) book value per share of ̀ 627.92.

•The provision coverage ratio stood at 80% as of 31 
December 2013. The company continue to 
provide loan losses in excess of Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI) requirement. 

•The company is well capitalized to support its 
growth trajectory. The capital adequacy ratio 
(including tier II capital) stood at 19.53% as on 
31st December 2013.

•In the general insurance business, the company 
witnessed 13% increase in the gross written 
premium (excluding motor pool) at `1073 crore. 
Claim ratio (including motor pool losses) stood at 

P/BV Chart

BAJAJ FINSERV LIMITED CMP: 778.80 Upside: 38%Target Price: 1074

VALUE PARAMETERS

VALUE PARAMETERS

% OF SHARE HOLDING

Investment Rationale •The company plans to re-enter into telecom 
•Exide Industries is a leading manufacturer of lead segment in a large way, with market share of 8% 

acid batteries for automotive, telecom, traction, this year to 20% by next fiscal year by doing some 
UPS, naval and motive power markets. The value engineering and value added to the business.
company at present is having 8 million consumers, •The company has 100% stake in ING Vysya Life 
which are using Exide battery. The company has Insurance Co. It has a timeframe of one year to use 
20000 direct dealers and 5000 indirect dealers. the ING brand name. Hence, the company is looking 

•It has seven battery manufacturing facilities that are for a strategic partner to infuse fresh equity.
strategically located across the country: 3 in •The Company sells its products under EXIDE, SF, 
Maharashtra, 2 in West Bengal, 1 in Tamil Nadu, and 1 in SONIC and Standard Furukawa Brands. In the 
Haryana. In addition, the company has two home UPS international market, the products are sold under 
and invertor manufacturing facilities in Uttarakhand. DYNEX, INDEX and SONIC brands.

•The company continues to invest heavily in Valuation
capacity expansion as well as in upgrading its The company's cost control and technological 
manufacturing processes. The company is well upgradation initiatives are progressing well and this 
poised due to its robust distribution set-up, will enable the company to succeed in its marketing 
operating from over 200 locations, with efforts in a high competitive market in the future. We 
penetration into tier 2 and 3 cities. The Project expect the stock to see a price target of `150 in one 
Kisan initiative has enabled the company to reach year time frame on a two year average P/E of 22.42x 
out to the vastly untapped semi-urban and rural and FY15 (E) earnings of ̀ 6.70.
markets.

•The company has made a foray into new generation 
products like batteries for electric and hybrid 
vehicles and development of environmental 
friendly storage power alternatives. Various 
innovative products like the Intelligent batteries 
and batteries with Tubular Gel technology etc. are 
continuously being added to strengthen Company's 
product portfolio.

•The company's automotive capacity stands at 12.2 
million units batteries per annum, motorcycle battery 
capacity at 22 million units per annum industrial 
battery capacity at 2.5 billion ampere per annum.

` in cr

Actual Estimate
 FY Mar-13 FY Mar-14 FY Mar-15
Revenue 6365.90 5931.90 6515.50
EBITDA 858.50 807.30 925.30
EBIT 642.80 672.50 743.30
Pre-tax Profit 777.10 691.20 787.40
Net Profit 549.40 492.10 568.00
EPS 6.46 5.79 6.70
BVPS 36.23 43.25 47.15
ROE 19.10 13.20 13.80

P/E Chart

Face Value (`) 1.00

52 Week High/Low 143.30/99.05

M.Cap (`Cr.) 10531.50

EPS (`) 6.20

P/E Ratio (times) 19.98

P/B Ratio (times) 3.46

Dividend Yield (%) 1.29

Stock Exchange BSE

EXIDE INDUSTRIES LIMITED CMP: 123.90 Upside: 21%Target Price: 150
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The stock closed at ̀ 63.55 on 04th April 2014. It made a 52-week low at ̀ 37.10 on 

07rd August 2013 and a 52-week high at `95.50 on 03rdApril 2013. The 200 days 

Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of the stock on the weekly chart is currently 

at ̀ 81.23.

In this bull run, most of the stocks took lead and it is one of them. It has formed 

two lower highs and higher highs which is a start of new rally after bottoming out 

from lower levels. Currently, stock is offering good buying opportunity in range 

of 60-62 levels but one should follow the strict closing SL of 56 for the target of 

70-75 levels.

EQUITY

Above calls are recommended with a time horizon of 1-2 months

The stock closed at ̀ 275.55 on 04thApril 2014. It made a 52-week low at ̀ 189.40 

on 28th August 2013 and a 52-week high at `457.30 on 20th May 2013. The 200 

days Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of the stock on the weekly chart is 

currently at ̀ 364.74.

It has formed double bottom formation which is a bullish pattern. There is 

buying opportunity at every dip for better returns in the near term. So, one can 

initiate long in range of 269-271 levels for the upside target of 290-295 levels 

with closing below SL of 259.

The stock closed at `60.00 on 04thApril 2014. It made a 52-week low at `45.10 

on 26th February 2014 and a 52-week high of ̀ 87.30 on 17th May 2013. The 200 

days Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of the stock on the weekly chart is 

currently at ̀ 100.22.

This Stock has formed consolidation pattern at lower levels and rose almost 15 

percent last week which is a positive sign. It still has the potential to move 

northwards in the near term as indicators have also turned bullish. So, one can 

initiate long in range of 58-59 levels for the upside target of 66-68 levels with 

closing below SL of 55.

BOMBAY DYEING & MFG COMPANY LIMITED

INDIABULLS REAL ESTATE LIMITED

CANARA BANK

®
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Beat the street - Fundamental Analysis

Above calls are recommended with a time horizon of 1 year. Source: Company Website Reuters Capitaline

Face Value (`) 5.00
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 Stock Exchange BSE
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Actual              Estimate

 FY Mar-13 FY Mar-14 FY Mar-15

Revenue 5072.40 6059.70 6908.10

EBITDA 2904.70 4518.50 5049.20

EBIT 2887.40 4518.50 5049.20

Pre-tax Profit 2708.10 2607.10 2811.50

Net Income 1573.60 1696.10 1812.60

EPS 103.00 100.97 105.97

BVPS 490.28 589.31 627.92

ROE 24.40% 22.60% 22.60%

% OF SHARE HOLDING

Investment Rationale 71.9% in Q3 FY14 v/s 68.0% in Q3 FY13. The Cash 
and investments as on 31 December 2013 stood at •Bajaj Finserv is a holding company and the 
`6,500 crore.financial services arm of the Bajaj group with 

business interest in protection, lending and •In the life insurance business, the solvency ratio of 
financial advisory and wealth management the company stood at a healthy 733% as on 31 
through its various associate and subsidiary December 2013 as against the minimum 
companies. It operates in insurance business regulatory requirement of 150%. The Total 
through 75% holding in Bajaj Allianz Life Insurance investments as at 31 December 2013 stood at 
Company Ltd. and Bajaj Allianz General Insurance `38,314 crore.
Company Ltd. and in the lending business through Valuation
61.99% holding in Bajaj Finance Ltd. The company's diverse product mix and strong 

•The Asset Under Management (AUM) during the distribution network are helping the company to 
quarter ended December 2013 grew by 33% to report steady growth momentum. Rural India will 
`22,461 crore. AUM at the end of 31st March 2013 play major role in the future growth of the company. 
was at `17,517 crore. Deployments increased by The company is aggressively expanding its rural 
45% to `7,532 crore during the quarter ended reach, in January 2014 the company has Launched 
December 2013. 2nd phase of 7 new branches taking its total presence 

•The Gross NPA and Net NPA for the quarter ended to 67 towns and villages in Rural Maharashtra. We 
December 2013 stood at 1.15% and 0.23% expect the stock to see a price target of ̀ 1074 in one 
respectively. This is amongst the lowest in year time frame on a two year average P/B of 1.71x 
banking & non banking space. and FY15 (E) book value per share of ̀ 627.92.

•The provision coverage ratio stood at 80% as of 31 
December 2013. The company continue to 
provide loan losses in excess of Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI) requirement. 

•The company is well capitalized to support its 
growth trajectory. The capital adequacy ratio 
(including tier II capital) stood at 19.53% as on 
31st December 2013.

•In the general insurance business, the company 
witnessed 13% increase in the gross written 
premium (excluding motor pool) at `1073 crore. 
Claim ratio (including motor pool losses) stood at 
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Investment Rationale •The company plans to re-enter into telecom 
•Exide Industries is a leading manufacturer of lead segment in a large way, with market share of 8% 

acid batteries for automotive, telecom, traction, this year to 20% by next fiscal year by doing some 
UPS, naval and motive power markets. The value engineering and value added to the business.
company at present is having 8 million consumers, •The company has 100% stake in ING Vysya Life 
which are using Exide battery. The company has Insurance Co. It has a timeframe of one year to use 
20000 direct dealers and 5000 indirect dealers. the ING brand name. Hence, the company is looking 

•It has seven battery manufacturing facilities that are for a strategic partner to infuse fresh equity.
strategically located across the country: 3 in •The Company sells its products under EXIDE, SF, 
Maharashtra, 2 in West Bengal, 1 in Tamil Nadu, and 1 in SONIC and Standard Furukawa Brands. In the 
Haryana. In addition, the company has two home UPS international market, the products are sold under 
and invertor manufacturing facilities in Uttarakhand. DYNEX, INDEX and SONIC brands.

•The company continues to invest heavily in Valuation
capacity expansion as well as in upgrading its The company's cost control and technological 
manufacturing processes. The company is well upgradation initiatives are progressing well and this 
poised due to its robust distribution set-up, will enable the company to succeed in its marketing 
operating from over 200 locations, with efforts in a high competitive market in the future. We 
penetration into tier 2 and 3 cities. The Project expect the stock to see a price target of `150 in one 
Kisan initiative has enabled the company to reach year time frame on a two year average P/E of 22.42x 
out to the vastly untapped semi-urban and rural and FY15 (E) earnings of ̀ 6.70.
markets.

•The company has made a foray into new generation 
products like batteries for electric and hybrid 
vehicles and development of environmental 
friendly storage power alternatives. Various 
innovative products like the Intelligent batteries 
and batteries with Tubular Gel technology etc. are 
continuously being added to strengthen Company's 
product portfolio.

•The company's automotive capacity stands at 12.2 
million units batteries per annum, motorcycle battery 
capacity at 22 million units per annum industrial 
battery capacity at 2.5 billion ampere per annum.
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The stock closed at ̀ 63.55 on 04th April 2014. It made a 52-week low at ̀ 37.10 on 

07rd August 2013 and a 52-week high at `95.50 on 03rdApril 2013. The 200 days 

Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of the stock on the weekly chart is currently 

at ̀ 81.23.

In this bull run, most of the stocks took lead and it is one of them. It has formed 

two lower highs and higher highs which is a start of new rally after bottoming out 

from lower levels. Currently, stock is offering good buying opportunity in range 

of 60-62 levels but one should follow the strict closing SL of 56 for the target of 

70-75 levels.

EQUITY

Above calls are recommended with a time horizon of 1-2 months

The stock closed at ̀ 275.55 on 04thApril 2014. It made a 52-week low at ̀ 189.40 

on 28th August 2013 and a 52-week high at `457.30 on 20th May 2013. The 200 

days Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of the stock on the weekly chart is 

currently at ̀ 364.74.

It has formed double bottom formation which is a bullish pattern. There is 

buying opportunity at every dip for better returns in the near term. So, one can 

initiate long in range of 269-271 levels for the upside target of 290-295 levels 

with closing below SL of 259.

The stock closed at `60.00 on 04thApril 2014. It made a 52-week low at `45.10 

on 26th February 2014 and a 52-week high of ̀ 87.30 on 17th May 2013. The 200 

days Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of the stock on the weekly chart is 

currently at ̀ 100.22.

This Stock has formed consolidation pattern at lower levels and rose almost 15 

percent last week which is a positive sign. It still has the potential to move 

northwards in the near term as indicators have also turned bullish. So, one can 

initiate long in range of 58-59 levels for the upside target of 66-68 levels with 

closing below SL of 55.
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DERIVATIVES

BASIS GAP IN NIFTY

The domestic markets were range-bound and mostly under pressure around its resistances of 6750-6800. The Nifty tested resistance at 6750 levels. Friday's 

trade witnessed selling pressure, with the Index ending the week on a marginally negative note. The range of 6600-6800 will remain crucial in the near term. The 

market is expected to remain range bound this week. If the index sustains below the 6700 mark, it could fall sharply to 6600 levels. On the other hand, a 

sustained move beyond 6750 levels is extremely crucial to determine any further uptrend in the broader index. The put-call ratio of open interest closed at 1.37. 

The options' open interest concentration continues to be at the 6600-strike put option, with open interest of above 57 lakh. Among call options, the highest open 

interest continues at the 6900 strike, with aggregate open interest of above 50 lakh shares. The Implied Volatility (IV) of call options closed at 14.57% on Friday, 

while the average IV of put options closed at 14.80%. However, in our view, in the current scenario, the index is expected to see stiff resistance around 6750-6800 

levels, while sustenance below the 6700 levels should take the Nifty down towards 6600 levels.

WEEKLY VIEW OF THE MARKET

NIFTY TOTAL OPEN INTEREST (in share)

®

FIIs ACTIVITY IN F&O IN LAST TEN SESSIONS

(Derivative segment) `(Cr)

DLF (APR FUTURE)

Buy:  Above `180

Target: `189

Stop loss: `177

ONGC

Buy APR 320. PUT 5.80

Sell APR 310. PUT 3.00

Lot size: 1000

BEP: 317.20

Max. Profit:   7200.00 (7.20*1000)

Max. Loss:     2800.00 (2.80*1000)

OPTION
STRATEGY

FUTURE
STRATEGY

YESBANK

Buy APR 430. CALL 15.80

Sell APR 450. CALL 8.70

Lot size: 1000

BEP: 437.10

Max. Profit:   12900.00 (12.90*1000)

Max. Loss:     7100.00 ( 7.10 *1000)

HDFCBANK

Buy APR 720. PUT 9.65

Sell APR 700. PUT 4.95

Lot size: 500

BEP: 715.30

Max. Profit:   7650.00 (15.30*500)

Max. Loss:     2350.00 (4.70*500)

BULLISH STRATEGY

DERIVATIVE STRATEGIES

ACC (APR FUTURE)

Buy:  Above `1383

Target: `1429

Stop loss: `1361

PFC (APR FUTURE)

Sell:  Below `188

Target: `179

Stop loss: `191

BEARISH STRATEGY

FIIs ACTIVITY IN INDEX FUTURE (F&O) IN LAST WEEK 

(Derivative segment) `(Cr)
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15

BHARTIARTL 10171000 10161000 -0.10 0.61 0.54 -0.07 30.99 32.28 1.29

DLF 24828000 29698000 19.61 0.34 0.32 -0.02 53.20 55.01 1.81

HINDALCO 24818000 22622000 -8.85 0.99 0.74 -0.25 44.81 47.09 2.28

HINDUNILVR 4959000 4909000 -1.01 0.47 0.43 -0.03 24.54 22.41 -2.13

ICICIBANK 6282750 7261250 15.57 0.52 0.54 0.02 36.31 31.78 -4.53

IDEA 7120000 8094000 13.68 0.42 0.24 -0.18 41.03 43.45 2.42

INFY 2480750 2455875 -1.00 1.14 0.93 -0.21 36.47 36.23 -0.24

ITC 14914000 19426000 30.25 1.16 0.47 -0.69 23.96 22.36 -1.60

JPASSOCIAT 65336000 63640000 -2.60 0.46 0.51 0.05 62.52 62.02 -0.50

NTPC 26842000 25216000 -6.06 0.24 0.22 -0.02 30.41 29.78 -0.63

ONGC 13020000 12702000 -2.44 1.47 0.99 -0.48 35.00 35.06 0.06

RANBAXY 15240000 15957000 4.70 0.36 0.47 0.11 46.83 55.37 8.54

RCOM 36488000 35130000 -3.72 0.34 0.28 -0.06 49.50 46.58 -2.92

RELIANCE 9222250 10329500 12.01 0.44 0.57 0.13 30.00 27.85 -2.15

NIFTY 16916900 17149750 1.38 1.06 1.37 0.31 16.38 14.55 -1.83

SAIL 26248000 25568000 -2.59 0.73 0.52 -0.21 60.32 48.39 -11.93

SBIN 5521625 5218875 -5.48 0.42 0.43 0.00 36.17 36.00 -0.17

TATASTEEL 12801000 12021000 -6.09 0.70 0.72 0.02 39.10 37.54 -1.56

UNITECH 140928000 147648000 4.77 0.52 0.31 -0.21 56.41 74.42 18.01

IMPORTANT INDICATORS OF NIFTY AND OTHER ACTIVE FUTURE CONTRACTS

                                                         OPEN INTEREST PCR RATIO IMPLIED VOLATILITY 

 SCRIPTS PREV.  CURRENT % PREV. CURRENT PREV. CURRENT  
WEEK WEEK CHANGE  WEEK  WEEK  CHANGE  WEEK  WEEK CHANGE

DERIVATIVES

Put Call Ratio Analysis : The Put-Call open interest ratio of Nifty has increased to 

1.37 from 1.06. At the end of the week, the maximum stocks had a negative  

change in put call open interest ratio.

Implied Volatility Analysis : The Implied Volatility (IV) for Nifty futures this week 

has decreased to 14.55% from 16.38%. The IV of the stock futures has changed 

this week ranging from -11.93% to 18.01%.

Open Interest Analysis : The Open Interest for the index at the end of this week 

has increased by 1.38% as compared to the previous week. All future stocks saw 

changes in their open interest ranging from -8.85% to 30.25%. ITC has the 

maximum increase in open interest as compared to other stocks.

Statistical Analysis· 

Open   6708.60 High 6799.65

Low       6685.20 Close  6768.45

NIFTY & IV CHART NIFTY ANALYSIS
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DERIVATIVES

BASIS GAP IN NIFTY

The domestic markets were range-bound and mostly under pressure around its resistances of 6750-6800. The Nifty tested resistance at 6750 levels. Friday's 

trade witnessed selling pressure, with the Index ending the week on a marginally negative note. The range of 6600-6800 will remain crucial in the near term. The 

market is expected to remain range bound this week. If the index sustains below the 6700 mark, it could fall sharply to 6600 levels. On the other hand, a 

sustained move beyond 6750 levels is extremely crucial to determine any further uptrend in the broader index. The put-call ratio of open interest closed at 1.37. 

The options' open interest concentration continues to be at the 6600-strike put option, with open interest of above 57 lakh. Among call options, the highest open 

interest continues at the 6900 strike, with aggregate open interest of above 50 lakh shares. The Implied Volatility (IV) of call options closed at 14.57% on Friday, 

while the average IV of put options closed at 14.80%. However, in our view, in the current scenario, the index is expected to see stiff resistance around 6750-6800 

levels, while sustenance below the 6700 levels should take the Nifty down towards 6600 levels.

WEEKLY VIEW OF THE MARKET

NIFTY TOTAL OPEN INTEREST (in share)

®

FIIs ACTIVITY IN F&O IN LAST TEN SESSIONS

(Derivative segment) `(Cr)

DLF (APR FUTURE)

Buy:  Above `180

Target: `189

Stop loss: `177

ONGC

Buy APR 320. PUT 5.80

Sell APR 310. PUT 3.00

Lot size: 1000

BEP: 317.20

Max. Profit:   7200.00 (7.20*1000)

Max. Loss:     2800.00 (2.80*1000)

OPTION
STRATEGY

FUTURE
STRATEGY

YESBANK

Buy APR 430. CALL 15.80

Sell APR 450. CALL 8.70

Lot size: 1000

BEP: 437.10

Max. Profit:   12900.00 (12.90*1000)

Max. Loss:     7100.00 ( 7.10 *1000)

HDFCBANK

Buy APR 720. PUT 9.65

Sell APR 700. PUT 4.95

Lot size: 500

BEP: 715.30

Max. Profit:   7650.00 (15.30*500)

Max. Loss:     2350.00 (4.70*500)

BULLISH STRATEGY

DERIVATIVE STRATEGIES

ACC (APR FUTURE)

Buy:  Above `1383

Target: `1429

Stop loss: `1361

PFC (APR FUTURE)

Sell:  Below `188

Target: `179

Stop loss: `191

BEARISH STRATEGY

FIIs ACTIVITY IN INDEX FUTURE (F&O) IN LAST WEEK 
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BHARTIARTL 10171000 10161000 -0.10 0.61 0.54 -0.07 30.99 32.28 1.29

DLF 24828000 29698000 19.61 0.34 0.32 -0.02 53.20 55.01 1.81

HINDALCO 24818000 22622000 -8.85 0.99 0.74 -0.25 44.81 47.09 2.28

HINDUNILVR 4959000 4909000 -1.01 0.47 0.43 -0.03 24.54 22.41 -2.13

ICICIBANK 6282750 7261250 15.57 0.52 0.54 0.02 36.31 31.78 -4.53

IDEA 7120000 8094000 13.68 0.42 0.24 -0.18 41.03 43.45 2.42

INFY 2480750 2455875 -1.00 1.14 0.93 -0.21 36.47 36.23 -0.24

ITC 14914000 19426000 30.25 1.16 0.47 -0.69 23.96 22.36 -1.60

JPASSOCIAT 65336000 63640000 -2.60 0.46 0.51 0.05 62.52 62.02 -0.50

NTPC 26842000 25216000 -6.06 0.24 0.22 -0.02 30.41 29.78 -0.63

ONGC 13020000 12702000 -2.44 1.47 0.99 -0.48 35.00 35.06 0.06

RANBAXY 15240000 15957000 4.70 0.36 0.47 0.11 46.83 55.37 8.54

RCOM 36488000 35130000 -3.72 0.34 0.28 -0.06 49.50 46.58 -2.92

RELIANCE 9222250 10329500 12.01 0.44 0.57 0.13 30.00 27.85 -2.15

NIFTY 16916900 17149750 1.38 1.06 1.37 0.31 16.38 14.55 -1.83

SAIL 26248000 25568000 -2.59 0.73 0.52 -0.21 60.32 48.39 -11.93

SBIN 5521625 5218875 -5.48 0.42 0.43 0.00 36.17 36.00 -0.17

TATASTEEL 12801000 12021000 -6.09 0.70 0.72 0.02 39.10 37.54 -1.56

UNITECH 140928000 147648000 4.77 0.52 0.31 -0.21 56.41 74.42 18.01

IMPORTANT INDICATORS OF NIFTY AND OTHER ACTIVE FUTURE CONTRACTS

                                                         OPEN INTEREST PCR RATIO IMPLIED VOLATILITY 

 SCRIPTS PREV.  CURRENT % PREV. CURRENT PREV. CURRENT  
WEEK WEEK CHANGE  WEEK  WEEK  CHANGE  WEEK  WEEK CHANGE

DERIVATIVES

Put Call Ratio Analysis : The Put-Call open interest ratio of Nifty has increased to 

1.37 from 1.06. At the end of the week, the maximum stocks had a negative  

change in put call open interest ratio.

Implied Volatility Analysis : The Implied Volatility (IV) for Nifty futures this week 

has decreased to 14.55% from 16.38%. The IV of the stock futures has changed 

this week ranging from -11.93% to 18.01%.

Open Interest Analysis : The Open Interest for the index at the end of this week 

has increased by 1.38% as compared to the previous week. All future stocks saw 

changes in their open interest ranging from -8.85% to 30.25%. ITC has the 

maximum increase in open interest as compared to other stocks.

Statistical Analysis· 

Open   6708.60 High 6799.65

Low       6685.20 Close  6768.45

NIFTY & IV CHART NIFTY ANALYSIS
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Turmeric futures (Apr) is expected to trade in the range of 6000-6400 
levels. It is reported that all the four turmeric markets are closed due to a 
local Mariamman festival and will be reopen on April 7. The total turmeric 
production is expected to come in the range of 40-45 lakh bags against 70 
lakh bags of the previous year. There are lesser production estimates & 
good anticipated demand for turmeric in the forthcoming months. April - 
June is the normal procurement season as arrivals reach to their peak 
during mid April. The bearish trend in jeera futures (May) might get 
extended towards 9750 levels on higher production estimates in domestic 
market coupled with strong supplies in local mandies. The total domestic 
jeera production is estimated at 55-60 lakh bags in the current year as 
against the previous estimates of 45-48 lakh bags. This is mainly due to 
strong production estimates in Gujarat. At the spot markets, the daily fresh 
arrivals of around 50-55 thousand bags in the major mandies, with the price 
range of Rs 7500-8200 per quintal. Cardamom futures are likely to trade 
with an upside bias amid strong demand amid squeeze in supply. The 
individual auction average has made to a record for 2013-14 fiscal, with 
maximum price at Rs.1123 a kg. The auction average shot up to Rs.803.09, 
the highest ever during the last fiscal. Decline in availability, severe 
drought conditions, likely delay and drop in next crop are the factors, 
which are attributed to the current bullish trend. The increasing global 
demand & competitive prices of the Indian cardamom may give a boost to 
the exports. Currently, the Guatemala cardamom is quoting higher by $1-
1.5per kg more than Indian cardamom.

SPICES

Bullion counter may remain on weak bias, but some short covering at the 
lower levels cannot be denied. Recently rise in greenback and fears of 
interest rate hikes in US have kept the prices tamed down. Gold may move in 
the range of 27500-29000 in MCX. White metal silver can hover in the range 
of 41500-44500. The gold/silver ratio has recently dipped marginally from 
66.6 to below 65.1 which indicated that gold fell at faster than silver. This 
ratio can hover in the range of 64-67 in near term. Indian central bank has 
indicated that it is considering removing some of the curbs on gold imports a 
move that could potentially ease premiums and boost demand. Gold 
premiums in India are expected to fall from current levels of about $30 an 
ounce after the central bank indicated it is considering removing some of 
the curbs to trade that have crippled imports. A pick up in buying from India, 
which was until last year the biggest gold consumer, could provide some 
support to gold prices. Holdings in the SPDR Gold Trust stood at 810.98 
metric tonnes recently. The OECD stated last week that euro zone was 
returning to growth amid easing austerity and rising confidence but warned 
that the improvement remained fragile. Recovery in global economies 
reduces the safe haven appeal of gold. Meanwhile Fed's scaling of monetary 
stimulus in the months ahead and possible end of QE3 in reaction to the signs 
of growth in the US economy can act as a negative factor for gold prices.

BULLIONS
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Base metals complex may continue to witness short covering at lower levels 
while strong momentum in Aluminum and Nickel will continue further on 
supply concerns. Meanwhile the Chinese government announced a $24 
billion stimulus plan in the form of railway improvements. Also, the HSBC 
China purchasing managers' index rose to 51.9 in March from 51.0 in 
February. Red metal copper can trade in the range of 394-416. Copper may 
get support near current levels on concern that supplies from global mines 
will trail forecasts amid speculation that demand may increase in China, the 
biggest user of industrial metals. Copper and other metals were pressured 
after China's government announced a modest package of stimulus 
measures to shore up its flagging economy, but did not include new demand 
for copper. The news was disappointing because the plan did not include 
new orders, but rather brought forward planned spending. Aluminum can 
move in the range of 105-114. Recently lower inventory and better 
cancelled warrants ratio from the LME have given support to the prices. 
Battery metal lead can move in the range of 123-128 in MCX while Zinc can 
hover in the range of 118-124. Nickel prices can move in the range of 960-
1025 in MCX in near term. Meanwhile EU and U.S. have warned of tougher 
sanctions as pro-Kremlin troops gather at Ukraine's borders. About 46 
percent of China's refined nickel imports comes from Russia, making it the 
country's biggest supplier, according to Chinese customs data.

BASE METALS

CPO futures (Apr) will consolidate in the range of 560-585 levels. At the spot 
markets, buying sentiments are quiet in the absence of demand. On the 
international market, the palm oil prices are under pressure by cheaper 
soyoil prices. Refined palmolein currently trades at about a $35 discount to 
soy oil, narrower than around $45 at the start of this year. Market 
participants would remain cautious ahead of the Malaysia's palm oil stocks, 
exports and production date scheduled to be released by the Malaysian 
Palm Oil Board on April 10, 2014. Soybean futures (May) is seen continuing 
its bullish trend & move higher towards 4530 levels. In the current scenario, 
the farmers are slow in releasing their produce in the market due to lower 
production. On the demand side, there is preference for the meal of Indian 
origin mainly by the South-East countries due to logistic and freight advance 
and demand for non-GMO meal. The soymeal exports price at Kandla (Apr-
May delivery) was quoted higher at Rs 39,200/MT. On the Chicago Board of 
Trade, U.S soybean futures (May) is expected to surpass 1500 levels. On the 
demand side, China's soybean imports in the month of April are seen at 5.11 
million tonnes. The investors will be keeping a close watch on the World 
Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates Report (WASDE) scheduled to be 
released by U.S Department of Agriculture on April 9, 2014. Mustard futures 
(May) is expected to trade in the range of 3440-3560 levels. The arrivals 
have improved at the spot markets as the harvesting in major growing 
region are in full swing.

OIL AND OILSEEDS

OTHER COMMODITIES

Wheat futures (Apr) is expected to extend its downfall towards 1535 levels on 
account of rising supply pressure & lack of fresh cues of export demand. India's 
wheat production this year is estimated to be at 93-95 million tonnes. The 
inventories at government granaries are estimated at 21 million tonnes as on 
March 1, 2014. This stock would get elevated after the addition of about 30-34 
million tonnes of the new Rabi crop of the 2014-15 in the next two months. 
Against buffer of 20 million tonnes, the warehouses will possibly accumulate 
48-50 million tonnes by June, which will be about 150% higher inventories 
than a requirement. Sugar futures (May) is likely to extend its multi-week rally 
towards 3335 levels, supported by bullish sentiments prevailing at the spot 
markets. Factors such as end of the crushing season, eased inventory burden 
at producing level, improved raw sugar exports from India, demand from bulk 
consumers and stockists, may push up the sweetener prices in the days to 
come. On the supply side, till 31st March, 2014, a total of 215 lakh tonnes of 
sugar has been produced in the season 2013-14, about 16 lakh tons less than 
the last year, as reported by the Indian Sugar Mills Association. The downside 
in chana futures (May) will get extended towards 3135 levels, breaching 3210 
levels. The counter is facing selling pressure due to the rising supplies from 
Madhya Pradesh & Delhi following the seasonal patterns. In the news, the 
government has extended the ban on export of pulses till further orders, but 
allowed outbound shipments of Kabuli Chana, organic pulses and lentils with 
some riders.

Volatile movement may persist in crude oil counter as geopolitical tensions 

and movement of stockpiles may give further direction to the prices. Crude 

oil prices may trade in the range of 5900-6300 in MCX and $97-104 in NYMEX. 

Oil exports from southern Iraq dipped in March to an average of 2.424bpd. 

Tensions in Libya continue to support the prices. Indirect talks with eastern 

rebels in Libya could lead to the lifting of their blockage of major oil ports 

within this week. Meanwhile concerns were raised that the deal between 

the Libyan government and Rebel groups might not be reached over the 

opening of four ports in the country. Natural gas prices can hover in the 

range of 258-280 in MCX. The US EIA in its report stated that weekly stocks 

for Natural gas fell by 74 Billion Cubic Feet (BCF). Recently prices got 

support tracking cues that overall storage for the commodity slipped down 

to 822 BCF which is its lowest for this time of year since 2003. Meanwhile 

Eastern Region of US which forms the major demand in the US depicted 

stocks fell by 46 BCF and was standing around 448 BCF below the 5 year 

average. In the meantime, weather concerns will also affect the prices. 

According to Commodity Weather Group LLC in Bethesda, Maryland 

“Weather forecasts turned a “bit warmer” for the East next week, with 

models showing seasonal readings across most of the region and above 

normal temperatures on the West Coast”

ENERGY COMPLEX



Turmeric futures (Apr) is expected to trade in the range of 6000-6400 
levels. It is reported that all the four turmeric markets are closed due to a 
local Mariamman festival and will be reopen on April 7. The total turmeric 
production is expected to come in the range of 40-45 lakh bags against 70 
lakh bags of the previous year. There are lesser production estimates & 
good anticipated demand for turmeric in the forthcoming months. April - 
June is the normal procurement season as arrivals reach to their peak 
during mid April. The bearish trend in jeera futures (May) might get 
extended towards 9750 levels on higher production estimates in domestic 
market coupled with strong supplies in local mandies. The total domestic 
jeera production is estimated at 55-60 lakh bags in the current year as 
against the previous estimates of 45-48 lakh bags. This is mainly due to 
strong production estimates in Gujarat. At the spot markets, the daily fresh 
arrivals of around 50-55 thousand bags in the major mandies, with the price 
range of Rs 7500-8200 per quintal. Cardamom futures are likely to trade 
with an upside bias amid strong demand amid squeeze in supply. The 
individual auction average has made to a record for 2013-14 fiscal, with 
maximum price at Rs.1123 a kg. The auction average shot up to Rs.803.09, 
the highest ever during the last fiscal. Decline in availability, severe 
drought conditions, likely delay and drop in next crop are the factors, 
which are attributed to the current bullish trend. The increasing global 
demand & competitive prices of the Indian cardamom may give a boost to 
the exports. Currently, the Guatemala cardamom is quoting higher by $1-
1.5per kg more than Indian cardamom.

SPICES

Bullion counter may remain on weak bias, but some short covering at the 
lower levels cannot be denied. Recently rise in greenback and fears of 
interest rate hikes in US have kept the prices tamed down. Gold may move in 
the range of 27500-29000 in MCX. White metal silver can hover in the range 
of 41500-44500. The gold/silver ratio has recently dipped marginally from 
66.6 to below 65.1 which indicated that gold fell at faster than silver. This 
ratio can hover in the range of 64-67 in near term. Indian central bank has 
indicated that it is considering removing some of the curbs on gold imports a 
move that could potentially ease premiums and boost demand. Gold 
premiums in India are expected to fall from current levels of about $30 an 
ounce after the central bank indicated it is considering removing some of 
the curbs to trade that have crippled imports. A pick up in buying from India, 
which was until last year the biggest gold consumer, could provide some 
support to gold prices. Holdings in the SPDR Gold Trust stood at 810.98 
metric tonnes recently. The OECD stated last week that euro zone was 
returning to growth amid easing austerity and rising confidence but warned 
that the improvement remained fragile. Recovery in global economies 
reduces the safe haven appeal of gold. Meanwhile Fed's scaling of monetary 
stimulus in the months ahead and possible end of QE3 in reaction to the signs 
of growth in the US economy can act as a negative factor for gold prices.
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Base metals complex may continue to witness short covering at lower levels 
while strong momentum in Aluminum and Nickel will continue further on 
supply concerns. Meanwhile the Chinese government announced a $24 
billion stimulus plan in the form of railway improvements. Also, the HSBC 
China purchasing managers' index rose to 51.9 in March from 51.0 in 
February. Red metal copper can trade in the range of 394-416. Copper may 
get support near current levels on concern that supplies from global mines 
will trail forecasts amid speculation that demand may increase in China, the 
biggest user of industrial metals. Copper and other metals were pressured 
after China's government announced a modest package of stimulus 
measures to shore up its flagging economy, but did not include new demand 
for copper. The news was disappointing because the plan did not include 
new orders, but rather brought forward planned spending. Aluminum can 
move in the range of 105-114. Recently lower inventory and better 
cancelled warrants ratio from the LME have given support to the prices. 
Battery metal lead can move in the range of 123-128 in MCX while Zinc can 
hover in the range of 118-124. Nickel prices can move in the range of 960-
1025 in MCX in near term. Meanwhile EU and U.S. have warned of tougher 
sanctions as pro-Kremlin troops gather at Ukraine's borders. About 46 
percent of China's refined nickel imports comes from Russia, making it the 
country's biggest supplier, according to Chinese customs data.

BASE METALS

CPO futures (Apr) will consolidate in the range of 560-585 levels. At the spot 
markets, buying sentiments are quiet in the absence of demand. On the 
international market, the palm oil prices are under pressure by cheaper 
soyoil prices. Refined palmolein currently trades at about a $35 discount to 
soy oil, narrower than around $45 at the start of this year. Market 
participants would remain cautious ahead of the Malaysia's palm oil stocks, 
exports and production date scheduled to be released by the Malaysian 
Palm Oil Board on April 10, 2014. Soybean futures (May) is seen continuing 
its bullish trend & move higher towards 4530 levels. In the current scenario, 
the farmers are slow in releasing their produce in the market due to lower 
production. On the demand side, there is preference for the meal of Indian 
origin mainly by the South-East countries due to logistic and freight advance 
and demand for non-GMO meal. The soymeal exports price at Kandla (Apr-
May delivery) was quoted higher at Rs 39,200/MT. On the Chicago Board of 
Trade, U.S soybean futures (May) is expected to surpass 1500 levels. On the 
demand side, China's soybean imports in the month of April are seen at 5.11 
million tonnes. The investors will be keeping a close watch on the World 
Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates Report (WASDE) scheduled to be 
released by U.S Department of Agriculture on April 9, 2014. Mustard futures 
(May) is expected to trade in the range of 3440-3560 levels. The arrivals 
have improved at the spot markets as the harvesting in major growing 
region are in full swing.

OIL AND OILSEEDS

OTHER COMMODITIES

Wheat futures (Apr) is expected to extend its downfall towards 1535 levels on 
account of rising supply pressure & lack of fresh cues of export demand. India's 
wheat production this year is estimated to be at 93-95 million tonnes. The 
inventories at government granaries are estimated at 21 million tonnes as on 
March 1, 2014. This stock would get elevated after the addition of about 30-34 
million tonnes of the new Rabi crop of the 2014-15 in the next two months. 
Against buffer of 20 million tonnes, the warehouses will possibly accumulate 
48-50 million tonnes by June, which will be about 150% higher inventories 
than a requirement. Sugar futures (May) is likely to extend its multi-week rally 
towards 3335 levels, supported by bullish sentiments prevailing at the spot 
markets. Factors such as end of the crushing season, eased inventory burden 
at producing level, improved raw sugar exports from India, demand from bulk 
consumers and stockists, may push up the sweetener prices in the days to 
come. On the supply side, till 31st March, 2014, a total of 215 lakh tonnes of 
sugar has been produced in the season 2013-14, about 16 lakh tons less than 
the last year, as reported by the Indian Sugar Mills Association. The downside 
in chana futures (May) will get extended towards 3135 levels, breaching 3210 
levels. The counter is facing selling pressure due to the rising supplies from 
Madhya Pradesh & Delhi following the seasonal patterns. In the news, the 
government has extended the ban on export of pulses till further orders, but 
allowed outbound shipments of Kabuli Chana, organic pulses and lentils with 
some riders.

Volatile movement may persist in crude oil counter as geopolitical tensions 

and movement of stockpiles may give further direction to the prices. Crude 

oil prices may trade in the range of 5900-6300 in MCX and $97-104 in NYMEX. 

Oil exports from southern Iraq dipped in March to an average of 2.424bpd. 

Tensions in Libya continue to support the prices. Indirect talks with eastern 

rebels in Libya could lead to the lifting of their blockage of major oil ports 

within this week. Meanwhile concerns were raised that the deal between 

the Libyan government and Rebel groups might not be reached over the 

opening of four ports in the country. Natural gas prices can hover in the 

range of 258-280 in MCX. The US EIA in its report stated that weekly stocks 

for Natural gas fell by 74 Billion Cubic Feet (BCF). Recently prices got 

support tracking cues that overall storage for the commodity slipped down 

to 822 BCF which is its lowest for this time of year since 2003. Meanwhile 

Eastern Region of US which forms the major demand in the US depicted 

stocks fell by 46 BCF and was standing around 448 BCF below the 5 year 

average. In the meantime, weather concerns will also affect the prices. 

According to Commodity Weather Group LLC in Bethesda, Maryland 

“Weather forecasts turned a “bit warmer” for the East next week, with 

models showing seasonal readings across most of the region and above 

normal temperatures on the West Coast”
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TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

COMMODITY

RMSEED NCDEX (MAY) contract closed at `3510.00 on 3rd April '14. The contract made its high of 

`3677.00 on 7th March '14 and a low of `3321.00 on 10th February '14. The 18-day Exponential Moving 

Average of the commodity is currently at ̀ 3501.
          
On the daily chart, the commodity has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 53.94. One can buy in 

the range 3500-3480 with the stop loss of ̀ 3450 for a target of ̀ 3600.

CRUDE OIL MCX (APRIL) contract closed at `6058.00 on 3rd April '14. The contract made its high of 

`6547.00 on 3rd March '14 and a low of `5958 on 20th January '14.The 18-day Exponential Moving 

Average of the Commodity is currently at ̀ 6088.

On the daily chart, the commodity has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 47.92.One can buy in 

the range 6025-6000 with the stop loss of ̀ 5970 for target of ̀ 6150. 

POTATO MCX (MAY) contract closed at ̀ 1340.90 on 3rd April '14. The contract made its high of ̀ 1352.90 

on 4th April '14 and a low of ̀ 1180.00 on 17th February '14.The 18-day Exponential Moving Average of the 

Commodity is currently at ̀ 1335.

On the daily chart, the commodity has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 70.80. One can buy in 

the range 1335-1320 with the stop loss of ̀ 1300 for a target of ̀ 1380.

®

RMSEED NCDEX (MAY)

CRUDE OIL MCX (APRIL)

POTATO MCX (MAY) 

NOTES : 1) These levels should not be confused with the daily trend sheet, which is sent every morning by e-mail in the name of Daily report- commodities (Morning Mantra).

2) Sometimes you will find the stop loss to be too far but if we change the stop loss once, we will find more strength coming into the commodity. At the moment, the stop loss will be far as we 
are seeing the graphs on weekly basis and taking a long-term view and not a short-term view.

EXCHANGE COMMODITY CONTRACT CLOSING DATE TREND TREND RATE TREND SUPPORT RESISTANCE CLOSING 

PRICE  CHANGED  CHANGED STOP/LOSS

NCDEX SOYABEAN APRIL 4388.50 10.10.13 UP 3786.00 4200.00 - 4100.00

NCDEX JEERA APRIL 9970.00 03.10.13 DOWN 12747.50 - 10800.00 11200.00

NCDEX CHANA APRIL 3218.00 06.03.14 UP 3250.00 3140.00 - 3080.00

NCDEX RM SEEDS   APRIL 3464.00 06.03.14 UP 3564.00 3300.00 - 3200.00

MCX MENTHA OIL APRIL 863.70 13.11.13 SIDEWAYS

MCX CARDAMOM APRIL 870.90 21.03.14 UP 843.80 810.00 - 790.00

MCX SILVER MAY 43021.00 26.09.13 DOWN 48639.00 - 45500.00 46000.00

MCX GOLD JUNE 28132.00 27.03.14 SIDEWAYS

MCX COPPER APRIL 405.90 13.03.14 DOWN 399.60 - 416.00 425.00

MCX LEAD  APRIL 124.20 09.01.14 DOWN 131.05 - 128.00 131.00

MCX ZINC  APRIL 120.30 13.03.14 DOWN 121.25 - 124.00 126.00

MCX NICKEL APRIL 986.10 16.01.14 UP 903.90 940.00 - 930.00

MCX ALUMINUM APRIL 109.60 03.04.14 UP 109.60 104.00 - 101.00

MCX CRUDE OIL APRIL 6058.00 06.03.14 SIDEWAYS

MCX NATURAL GAS  APRIL 270.10 13.03.14 DOWN 268.80 - 280.00 290.00

TREND SHEET

* Closing as on 03 April 2014   

COMMODITY

NEWS DIGEST

Bullion counter continued its third consecutive fall last week as lack of safe haven demand amid 
rising greenback kept the prices under pressure. Meanwhile ECB President Mario Draghi 
strengthened his pledge that policy makers were ready to take further steps to counter the risk of 
deflation. Geopolitical tensions between Russia and US seem to have eased a little. In a gesture that 
could ease tension in the worst East-West stand-off since the Cold War, Russia has pulled some troops 
back from near Ukraine's eastern frontier; a move the United States said would be a positive sign if it 
is confirmed as a withdrawal. Fed's scaling of monetary stimulus in the months ahead and possible 
end of QE3 in reaction to the signs of growth in the US economy can act as a negative factor for gold 
prices. Crude oil moved in range on mixed fundamentals. An eight month standoff between 
protestors and the government may end within days due to an agreement between both sides, 
though investors remained cautious until oil actually begins flowing from the Libyan coast. Natural 
gas also moved in thin range in MCX. Meanwhile gas producers replenish storage during the “injection 
season” which runs from spring to late autumn, when supply surpasses demand. Russia raised the gas 
price for Ukraine last week, almost doubling it in three days and piling pressure on a neighbor on the 
brink of bankruptcy in the crisis over Crimea. Nickel prices remained on strong note along with 
aluminium as fall in stockpiles and rise in cancelled warrants supported its prices. China acted for 
the first time this year to steady its stumbling economy by cutting taxes for small firms and 
announcing plans to speed up the construction of railway lines.

Among the agricultural commodities, coriander prices on the national bourse gained the most by 
more than 4%, tracking the firm sentiments of the spot markets, wherein prices rose by more than 
5%. The fundamental factors attributed to the rise were lower arrivals & estimates of lower 
production. The second position was taken by sugar futures, posting a multi-week gain, getting 
pushed by continuous demand from bulk consumers. The sentiments were firm at the Vashi 
wholesale market as the sugar season is approaching the end of the crushing season. In the current 
scenario the inventory burden at producing level has eased to certain extent amid improved raw 
sugar exports from India. On the international market, Benchmark New York raw sugar futures rose 
around 6% so far this year after dry weather in top grower Brazil trimmed crop prospects. The 
crushing season in Thailand, the world's No.2 exporter after Brazil, is expected to end later this 
month. Turmeric prices consolidated due to lack of fresh cues amid closure of spot markets for local 
festival. Cardamom futures remained steady amid squeeze of supply and propping concerns of dry 
weather for the next season crop. In oilseeds, soybean & soy meal prices remained stable following 
the gains of the Chicago market & slower pace of farmer's sales on the domestic markets. The edible 
oil complex traded on a flat note, as the buyers kept away from fresh buying at the spot markets 
anticipating a lesser demand ahead of rising temperatures across the country. On the flip side, chana 
& wheat prices witnessed selling pressure from higher levels due to ongoing harvesting season in 
their respective major growing regions. 

WEEKLY COMMENTARY

WEEKLY STOCK POSITIONS IN WAREHOUSE (NCDEX)

 COMMODITY UNIT 27.03.14 03.04.14 DIFFERENCE
QTY.     QTY.

CASTOR SEED MT 109172 112875 3703

COTTON SEED (INDL. GR.) MT 10 10 0

COTTONSEED OILCAKE MT 93426 96396 2970

GUARGUM MT 5044 5343 299

GUARSEED MT 6489 6750 261

JEERA MT 1590 2297 707

MAIZE MT 14810 15623 813

RAPE MUSTARD SEED MT 5563 13903 8340

SOYABEAN MT 13067 13437 370

SUGAR MT 22675 24845 2170

TURMERIC MT 70 170 100

WHEAT MT 517 0 -517

 COMMODITY UNIT 27.03.14 03.04.14 DIFFERENCE

QTY. QTY. 

CARDAMOM MT 59.20 42.40 -16.80

KAPASIA KHALLI BALES 4526.96 4526.96 0.00

GOLD KGS 94.00 254.00 160.00

GOLD MINI KGS 11.40 38.60 27.20

GOLD GUINEA KGS 31.33 31.22 -0.11

MENTHA OIL KGS 1434392.65 1404517.90 -29874.75

MILD STEEL MT 0.00 0.00 0.00

SILVER (30 KG Bar) KGS 10510.83 10964.06 453.24

•Strikes in South African mines have forced platinum 
producers such as Lonmin to declare force majeure with 
some contractors.

•The price of natural gas in Europe has dropped to its 
lowest level since 2010 as warm weather and high 
storage levels curb demand for the fuel.

•Euro zone factory prices fell slightly more than expected 
in February as the cost of energy dropped again.

•China official PMI rose to 50.3 in March from 50.2 in 
February.

•Gold transferred between accounts held by bullion 
clearers edged up to an average volume of 17.8 million 
ounces a day last month.

•Forward Markets Commission has permitted National 
Multi-Commodity Exchange of India (NMCE) to launch 
rubber mini contracts for up to 5 tonnes from next 
month.

•NCDEX has received the approval of the Forward Markets 
Commission for futures trading in Chilli-Teja contracts 
expiring in April 2014, June 2014, July 2014, August 2014, 
September 2014, October 2014, November 2014 and 
December 2014.

•ACE Derivatives and Commodity Exchange commenced 
trading in gold hedge futures contracts, with import duty 
being considered for calculating the local gold price.

•The government has reduced the import tariff value on 
gold to $421 per 10 grams from $445 per 10 gram earlier.

•Indian sugar mills produced 21.5 million tonnes of the 
sweetener in the first half of the 2013/14 season that 
started on Oct. 1, down 7% from a year ago.
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TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

COMMODITY

RMSEED NCDEX (MAY) contract closed at `3510.00 on 3rd April '14. The contract made its high of 

`3677.00 on 7th March '14 and a low of `3321.00 on 10th February '14. The 18-day Exponential Moving 

Average of the commodity is currently at ̀ 3501.
          
On the daily chart, the commodity has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 53.94. One can buy in 

the range 3500-3480 with the stop loss of ̀ 3450 for a target of ̀ 3600.

CRUDE OIL MCX (APRIL) contract closed at `6058.00 on 3rd April '14. The contract made its high of 

`6547.00 on 3rd March '14 and a low of `5958 on 20th January '14.The 18-day Exponential Moving 

Average of the Commodity is currently at ̀ 6088.

On the daily chart, the commodity has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 47.92.One can buy in 

the range 6025-6000 with the stop loss of ̀ 5970 for target of ̀ 6150. 

POTATO MCX (MAY) contract closed at ̀ 1340.90 on 3rd April '14. The contract made its high of ̀ 1352.90 

on 4th April '14 and a low of ̀ 1180.00 on 17th February '14.The 18-day Exponential Moving Average of the 

Commodity is currently at ̀ 1335.

On the daily chart, the commodity has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 70.80. One can buy in 

the range 1335-1320 with the stop loss of ̀ 1300 for a target of ̀ 1380.

®

RMSEED NCDEX (MAY)

CRUDE OIL MCX (APRIL)

POTATO MCX (MAY) 

NOTES : 1) These levels should not be confused with the daily trend sheet, which is sent every morning by e-mail in the name of Daily report- commodities (Morning Mantra).

2) Sometimes you will find the stop loss to be too far but if we change the stop loss once, we will find more strength coming into the commodity. At the moment, the stop loss will be far as we 
are seeing the graphs on weekly basis and taking a long-term view and not a short-term view.

EXCHANGE COMMODITY CONTRACT CLOSING DATE TREND TREND RATE TREND SUPPORT RESISTANCE CLOSING 

PRICE  CHANGED  CHANGED STOP/LOSS

NCDEX SOYABEAN APRIL 4388.50 10.10.13 UP 3786.00 4200.00 - 4100.00

NCDEX JEERA APRIL 9970.00 03.10.13 DOWN 12747.50 - 10800.00 11200.00

NCDEX CHANA APRIL 3218.00 06.03.14 UP 3250.00 3140.00 - 3080.00

NCDEX RM SEEDS   APRIL 3464.00 06.03.14 UP 3564.00 3300.00 - 3200.00

MCX MENTHA OIL APRIL 863.70 13.11.13 SIDEWAYS

MCX CARDAMOM APRIL 870.90 21.03.14 UP 843.80 810.00 - 790.00

MCX SILVER MAY 43021.00 26.09.13 DOWN 48639.00 - 45500.00 46000.00

MCX GOLD JUNE 28132.00 27.03.14 SIDEWAYS

MCX COPPER APRIL 405.90 13.03.14 DOWN 399.60 - 416.00 425.00

MCX LEAD  APRIL 124.20 09.01.14 DOWN 131.05 - 128.00 131.00

MCX ZINC  APRIL 120.30 13.03.14 DOWN 121.25 - 124.00 126.00

MCX NICKEL APRIL 986.10 16.01.14 UP 903.90 940.00 - 930.00

MCX ALUMINUM APRIL 109.60 03.04.14 UP 109.60 104.00 - 101.00

MCX CRUDE OIL APRIL 6058.00 06.03.14 SIDEWAYS

MCX NATURAL GAS  APRIL 270.10 13.03.14 DOWN 268.80 - 280.00 290.00

TREND SHEET

* Closing as on 03 April 2014   

COMMODITY

NEWS DIGEST

Bullion counter continued its third consecutive fall last week as lack of safe haven demand amid 
rising greenback kept the prices under pressure. Meanwhile ECB President Mario Draghi 
strengthened his pledge that policy makers were ready to take further steps to counter the risk of 
deflation. Geopolitical tensions between Russia and US seem to have eased a little. In a gesture that 
could ease tension in the worst East-West stand-off since the Cold War, Russia has pulled some troops 
back from near Ukraine's eastern frontier; a move the United States said would be a positive sign if it 
is confirmed as a withdrawal. Fed's scaling of monetary stimulus in the months ahead and possible 
end of QE3 in reaction to the signs of growth in the US economy can act as a negative factor for gold 
prices. Crude oil moved in range on mixed fundamentals. An eight month standoff between 
protestors and the government may end within days due to an agreement between both sides, 
though investors remained cautious until oil actually begins flowing from the Libyan coast. Natural 
gas also moved in thin range in MCX. Meanwhile gas producers replenish storage during the “injection 
season” which runs from spring to late autumn, when supply surpasses demand. Russia raised the gas 
price for Ukraine last week, almost doubling it in three days and piling pressure on a neighbor on the 
brink of bankruptcy in the crisis over Crimea. Nickel prices remained on strong note along with 
aluminium as fall in stockpiles and rise in cancelled warrants supported its prices. China acted for 
the first time this year to steady its stumbling economy by cutting taxes for small firms and 
announcing plans to speed up the construction of railway lines.

Among the agricultural commodities, coriander prices on the national bourse gained the most by 
more than 4%, tracking the firm sentiments of the spot markets, wherein prices rose by more than 
5%. The fundamental factors attributed to the rise were lower arrivals & estimates of lower 
production. The second position was taken by sugar futures, posting a multi-week gain, getting 
pushed by continuous demand from bulk consumers. The sentiments were firm at the Vashi 
wholesale market as the sugar season is approaching the end of the crushing season. In the current 
scenario the inventory burden at producing level has eased to certain extent amid improved raw 
sugar exports from India. On the international market, Benchmark New York raw sugar futures rose 
around 6% so far this year after dry weather in top grower Brazil trimmed crop prospects. The 
crushing season in Thailand, the world's No.2 exporter after Brazil, is expected to end later this 
month. Turmeric prices consolidated due to lack of fresh cues amid closure of spot markets for local 
festival. Cardamom futures remained steady amid squeeze of supply and propping concerns of dry 
weather for the next season crop. In oilseeds, soybean & soy meal prices remained stable following 
the gains of the Chicago market & slower pace of farmer's sales on the domestic markets. The edible 
oil complex traded on a flat note, as the buyers kept away from fresh buying at the spot markets 
anticipating a lesser demand ahead of rising temperatures across the country. On the flip side, chana 
& wheat prices witnessed selling pressure from higher levels due to ongoing harvesting season in 
their respective major growing regions. 

WEEKLY COMMENTARY

WEEKLY STOCK POSITIONS IN WAREHOUSE (NCDEX)

 COMMODITY UNIT 27.03.14 03.04.14 DIFFERENCE
QTY.     QTY.

CASTOR SEED MT 109172 112875 3703

COTTON SEED (INDL. GR.) MT 10 10 0

COTTONSEED OILCAKE MT 93426 96396 2970

GUARGUM MT 5044 5343 299

GUARSEED MT 6489 6750 261

JEERA MT 1590 2297 707

MAIZE MT 14810 15623 813

RAPE MUSTARD SEED MT 5563 13903 8340

SOYABEAN MT 13067 13437 370

SUGAR MT 22675 24845 2170

TURMERIC MT 70 170 100

WHEAT MT 517 0 -517

 COMMODITY UNIT 27.03.14 03.04.14 DIFFERENCE

QTY. QTY. 

CARDAMOM MT 59.20 42.40 -16.80

KAPASIA KHALLI BALES 4526.96 4526.96 0.00

GOLD KGS 94.00 254.00 160.00

GOLD MINI KGS 11.40 38.60 27.20

GOLD GUINEA KGS 31.33 31.22 -0.11

MENTHA OIL KGS 1434392.65 1404517.90 -29874.75

MILD STEEL MT 0.00 0.00 0.00

SILVER (30 KG Bar) KGS 10510.83 10964.06 453.24

•Strikes in South African mines have forced platinum 
producers such as Lonmin to declare force majeure with 
some contractors.

•The price of natural gas in Europe has dropped to its 
lowest level since 2010 as warm weather and high 
storage levels curb demand for the fuel.

•Euro zone factory prices fell slightly more than expected 
in February as the cost of energy dropped again.

•China official PMI rose to 50.3 in March from 50.2 in 
February.

•Gold transferred between accounts held by bullion 
clearers edged up to an average volume of 17.8 million 
ounces a day last month.

•Forward Markets Commission has permitted National 
Multi-Commodity Exchange of India (NMCE) to launch 
rubber mini contracts for up to 5 tonnes from next 
month.

•NCDEX has received the approval of the Forward Markets 
Commission for futures trading in Chilli-Teja contracts 
expiring in April 2014, June 2014, July 2014, August 2014, 
September 2014, October 2014, November 2014 and 
December 2014.

•ACE Derivatives and Commodity Exchange commenced 
trading in gold hedge futures contracts, with import duty 
being considered for calculating the local gold price.

•The government has reduced the import tariff value on 
gold to $421 per 10 grams from $445 per 10 gram earlier.

•Indian sugar mills produced 21.5 million tonnes of the 
sweetener in the first half of the 2013/14 season that 
started on Oct. 1, down 7% from a year ago.
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COMMODITY

 COMMODITY EXCHANGE CONTRACT 28.03.14 03.04.14 CHANGE%

ALUMINIUM LME 3 MONTHS 1758.00 1834.00 4.32

COPPER LME 3 MONTHS 6670.00 6642.50 -0.41

LEAD LME 3 MONTHS 2067.00 2055.00 -0.58

NICKEL LME 3 MONTHS 15710.00 16295.00 3.72

ZINC LME 3 MONTHS 1976.50 1984.00 0.38

GOLD COMEX JUNE 1294.30 1284.60 -0.75

SILVER COMEX MAY 19.79 19.81 0.08

LIGHT CRUDE OIL NYMEX MAY 101.67 100.29 -1.36

NATURAL GAS NYMEX MAY 4.49 4.47 -0.33

PRICES OF METALS IN LME/ COMEX/ NYMEX (in US $)

WEEKLY STOCK POSITIONS IN LME (IN TONNES)

COMMODITY STOCK POSITION STOCK POSITION DIFFERENCE

27.03.14 03.04.14

ALUMINIUM 5391425 5368925 -22500

COPPER 269750 261375 -8375

NICKEL 285210 283680 -1530

LEAD 200625 201650 1025

ZINC 774000 839075 65075

INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY PRICES

COMMODITY EXCHANGE CONTRACT UNIT 28.03.14 03.04.14 CHANGE(%)

Soya CBOT MAY Cent per Bushel 1436.50 1475.25 2.70

Maize CBOT MAY Cent per Bushel 492.00 500.00 1.63

CPO BMD JUNE MYR per MT 2655.00 2634.00 -0.79

Sugar LIFFE MAY 10 cents per MT 478.00 460.20 -3.72
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SPOT PRICES (% change) NCDEX launched Bajra futures contract

NCDEX has launched the world's first bajra futures contract targeting the country's 
farmers who contribute close to half of the global supply. NCDEX prices are an 
established benchmark for food grains in the Indian market. The bajra contract is part 
of effort to meet the needs of farmers and businessmen by the efficient price 
discovery and risk management. The contract is available for trading from April 1 with 
contracts for May, June and July 2014 delivery.

India is the largest producer of Bajra. Bajra is used mainly for animal feed and 
production of alcohol. Its high fiber content is making it increasingly popular as a 
health food. The fifth most important cereal crop bajra is also consumed largely by 
the poor segment of the society. Also known as Pearl Millet, it is primarily cultivated in 
the states of Rajasthan, Haryana, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh. In Rajasthan, major 
bajra growing districts are Jaipur,Dousa, Barmer, Jodhpur, Jaisalmer, Nagaur , Sikar, 
Jhunjhunu and Bikaner.

According to 2nd Advance Estimates, released in Feb 2014, of Crop Production India is 
likely to produce 8.80 million tonnes of bajra during 2013-14 compared to 8.74 million 
tonnes last year. 

Contract Specifications
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BARLEY (JAIPUR)

CHANA (DELHI )

CRUDE PALM OIL (KANDLA)

TURMERIC (NIZAMABAD)

JEERA (UNJHA)

RAW JUTE (KOLKATA)

RUBBER (KOCHI)

GOLD 10 GMS (MUMBAI)

SILVER 5 KG (DELHI)

GUAR GUM (JODHPUR)

GUR (MUZAFFARNGR.)

GUAR SEED (JODHPUR)

REFINED SOYA OIL (INDORE)

CHILLI  (GUNTUR)

MUSTARD (JAIPUR)

MASOOR (INDORE)

SOYABEAN (INDORE)

PEPPER MALABAR GAR (KOCHI)

CORIANDER (KOTA)

NCDEX has ensured ample availability of accredited warehouses at the major trading 
centres in Delhi, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh to ensure the smooth delivery and 
better integration with the value chain. 

Commodity Bajra

Ticker Symbol BAJRA 

Tick Size Rs 1/-  

Unit of trading 10MT

Delivery unit 10MT

Quotation/base Rs. Per Quintal (100 kg) 
value

Position limits Member level: Maximum of 65000 MT or 15 % of Market Open 
Interest whichever is higher. 
Client level: 12500 MT
The above limits will not apply to bona fide hedgers. For bona 
fide hedgers, the exchange will, on a case to case basis, decide 
the hedge limits.

Quantity variation +/- 2 %

Delivery center Jaipur (upto the radius of 50 km from the municipal limits). 
Alwar, Rewari and Etah are Additional delivery centers.

Price band The daily price fluctuation limit is (+/-) 3%. If the trade hits the 
prescribed daily price limit, there will be a cooling off period 
for 15 minutes. Trade will be allowed during this cooling off 
period within the price band. Thereafter, the price band would 
be raised by (+/-) 1% and trade will be resumed. No trade / 
order shall be permitted during the day beyond the revised 
limit of (+/-) 4%.

Final Settlement The Final Settlement Price (FSP) shall be arrived at by taking
price the simple average of the last polled spot prices of the last 

three trading days viz., E0 (expiry day), E-1 and E-2. In the 
event of the spot prices for any one of the E-1 and E-2 is not 
available; the spot price of E-3 would be used for arriving at 
the average. In case the spot prices are not available for both 
E-1 and E-2, then the average of E0 and E-3 (two days) would 
be taken. If all the three days prices viz., E-1, E-2 and E-3 are 
not available, then only one day's price viz., E0 will be taken as 
the FSP.

Maximum Order 500MT
 Size

CURRENCY

Currency Table

Currency Pair Open High Low Close

USD/INR 60.15 60.61 59.95 60.50

EUR/INR 82.45 83.36 82.45 83.17

GBP/INR 99.91 100.65 99.70 100.33

JPY/INR 57.85 58.36 57.75 58.24

 (Source: FX Central, Open: Tuesday 9.00 AM IST, Close: Thursday (5.00 PM IST)

News Flows of last week

03rd Apr Indian services downturn accelerated in March - poll

03rd Apr Growth in Germany's private sector eased to a five-month low in 

March

03rd Apr Britain's dominant services sector expanded steadily in March

03rd Apr Growth in the U.S. services sector accelerated in March

03rd Apr Global economy grew nearly 3 percent in first quarter: PMI

03rd Apr The U.S. trade deficit unexpectedly widened in February

03rd Apr Post-election showdown looms for India's central bank chief

EUR/INR (APRIL) contract closed at ̀ 83.17 on 03rd April'14. The contract made its 
high of ̀ 83.36 on 03rd April'14 and a low of ̀ 82.45 on 02nd April'14. (Weekly Basis). 
The 14-day Exponential Moving Average of the EUR/INR is currently at ̀ 83.68.

On the daily chart, EUR/INR has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 37.42.  
One can sell around 83.70 for a target of 82.50 with the stop loss of 84.25.

JPY/INR (APRIL) contract closed at 58.24 on 03rd April'14.. The contract made its 
high of 58.36 on 03rd April'14 and a low of ̀ 57.75 on 02nd April'14. (Weekly Basis). 
The 14-day Exponential Moving Average of the JPY/INR is currently at ̀ 59.10.

On the daily chart, JPY/INR has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 36.27. 
One can sell around 59.00 for a target of 57.75 with the stop loss of 59.65

Market Stance

Indian rupee ended the week with marginal losses after hitting eight month 

high as Indian stock market surged to its all time high levels as sentiments 

were supported after the Reserve Bank of India kept interest rates on Tuesday 

as widely expected as it shifts to growth from boosting inflation. But in later 

part some lower level buying was seen during the week as importers rushed in 

to buy dollars while traders also speculated about possible central bank 

intervention. The central bank is suspected to have been buying dollars in 

recent sessions to shore up its foreign exchange reserves, which now stand at 

$298.64 billion, their highest since December 2011. Moreover gains in dollar 

index in overseas market also capped the upside in local currency on domestic 

bourses.

EUR/INR

USD/INR (APRIL) contract closed at ̀ 60.50 on 03rd April'14. The contract made its 
high of ̀ 60.61 on 03rd April'14 and a low of ̀ 59.95 on 02nd April'14 (Weekly Basis). 
The 14-day Exponential Moving Average of the USD/INR is currently at ̀ 60.68.

On the daily chart, the USD/INR has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 
42.00. One can sell around 61.00 for a target of 60.00 with the stop loss of 61.50.

GBP/INR (APRIL) contract closed at `100.33 on 03rd April'14. The contract made 
its high of 100.65 on 03rd April'14 and a low of `99.70 on 02nd April'14. (Weekly 
Basis). The 14-day Exponential Moving Average of the EUR/INR is currently at 
`100.78.

On the daily chart, GBP/INR has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 41.51. 

USD/INRTechnical Recommendation

GBP/INR JPY/INR

Economic gauge for the next week

Date Currency Event PREVIOUS

08th April JPY BOJ 2014 Monetary Base Target Â¥270T

08th April JPY Bank of Japan Monetary Policy Statement -

08th April GBP NIESR Gross Domestic Product Estimate 0.80%

09th April USD Fed Releases Minutes from March 18-19 FOMC meeting -

10th April GBP Bank of England Rate Decision 0.50%

10th April GBP Bank of England Asset Purchase Target 375B

11th April EUR German Consumer Price Index (YOY) -

11th April EUR German Consumer Price Index - EU Harmonised (YOY) -

11th April USD University of Michigan Confidence -

®®
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COMMODITY

 COMMODITY EXCHANGE CONTRACT 28.03.14 03.04.14 CHANGE%

ALUMINIUM LME 3 MONTHS 1758.00 1834.00 4.32

COPPER LME 3 MONTHS 6670.00 6642.50 -0.41

LEAD LME 3 MONTHS 2067.00 2055.00 -0.58

NICKEL LME 3 MONTHS 15710.00 16295.00 3.72

ZINC LME 3 MONTHS 1976.50 1984.00 0.38

GOLD COMEX JUNE 1294.30 1284.60 -0.75

SILVER COMEX MAY 19.79 19.81 0.08

LIGHT CRUDE OIL NYMEX MAY 101.67 100.29 -1.36

NATURAL GAS NYMEX MAY 4.49 4.47 -0.33

PRICES OF METALS IN LME/ COMEX/ NYMEX (in US $)

WEEKLY STOCK POSITIONS IN LME (IN TONNES)

COMMODITY STOCK POSITION STOCK POSITION DIFFERENCE

27.03.14 03.04.14

ALUMINIUM 5391425 5368925 -22500

COPPER 269750 261375 -8375

NICKEL 285210 283680 -1530

LEAD 200625 201650 1025

ZINC 774000 839075 65075

INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY PRICES

COMMODITY EXCHANGE CONTRACT UNIT 28.03.14 03.04.14 CHANGE(%)

Soya CBOT MAY Cent per Bushel 1436.50 1475.25 2.70

Maize CBOT MAY Cent per Bushel 492.00 500.00 1.63

CPO BMD JUNE MYR per MT 2655.00 2634.00 -0.79

Sugar LIFFE MAY 10 cents per MT 478.00 460.20 -3.72
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SPOT PRICES (% change) NCDEX launched Bajra futures contract

NCDEX has launched the world's first bajra futures contract targeting the country's 
farmers who contribute close to half of the global supply. NCDEX prices are an 
established benchmark for food grains in the Indian market. The bajra contract is part 
of effort to meet the needs of farmers and businessmen by the efficient price 
discovery and risk management. The contract is available for trading from April 1 with 
contracts for May, June and July 2014 delivery.

India is the largest producer of Bajra. Bajra is used mainly for animal feed and 
production of alcohol. Its high fiber content is making it increasingly popular as a 
health food. The fifth most important cereal crop bajra is also consumed largely by 
the poor segment of the society. Also known as Pearl Millet, it is primarily cultivated in 
the states of Rajasthan, Haryana, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh. In Rajasthan, major 
bajra growing districts are Jaipur,Dousa, Barmer, Jodhpur, Jaisalmer, Nagaur , Sikar, 
Jhunjhunu and Bikaner.

According to 2nd Advance Estimates, released in Feb 2014, of Crop Production India is 
likely to produce 8.80 million tonnes of bajra during 2013-14 compared to 8.74 million 
tonnes last year. 

Contract Specifications
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5.29
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BARLEY (JAIPUR)

CHANA (DELHI )

CRUDE PALM OIL (KANDLA)

TURMERIC (NIZAMABAD)

JEERA (UNJHA)

RAW JUTE (KOLKATA)

RUBBER (KOCHI)

GOLD 10 GMS (MUMBAI)

SILVER 5 KG (DELHI)

GUAR GUM (JODHPUR)

GUR (MUZAFFARNGR.)

GUAR SEED (JODHPUR)

REFINED SOYA OIL (INDORE)

CHILLI  (GUNTUR)

MUSTARD (JAIPUR)

MASOOR (INDORE)

SOYABEAN (INDORE)

PEPPER MALABAR GAR (KOCHI)

CORIANDER (KOTA)

NCDEX has ensured ample availability of accredited warehouses at the major trading 
centres in Delhi, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh to ensure the smooth delivery and 
better integration with the value chain. 

Commodity Bajra

Ticker Symbol BAJRA 

Tick Size Rs 1/-  

Unit of trading 10MT

Delivery unit 10MT

Quotation/base Rs. Per Quintal (100 kg) 
value

Position limits Member level: Maximum of 65000 MT or 15 % of Market Open 
Interest whichever is higher. 
Client level: 12500 MT
The above limits will not apply to bona fide hedgers. For bona 
fide hedgers, the exchange will, on a case to case basis, decide 
the hedge limits.

Quantity variation +/- 2 %

Delivery center Jaipur (upto the radius of 50 km from the municipal limits). 
Alwar, Rewari and Etah are Additional delivery centers.

Price band The daily price fluctuation limit is (+/-) 3%. If the trade hits the 
prescribed daily price limit, there will be a cooling off period 
for 15 minutes. Trade will be allowed during this cooling off 
period within the price band. Thereafter, the price band would 
be raised by (+/-) 1% and trade will be resumed. No trade / 
order shall be permitted during the day beyond the revised 
limit of (+/-) 4%.

Final Settlement The Final Settlement Price (FSP) shall be arrived at by taking
price the simple average of the last polled spot prices of the last 

three trading days viz., E0 (expiry day), E-1 and E-2. In the 
event of the spot prices for any one of the E-1 and E-2 is not 
available; the spot price of E-3 would be used for arriving at 
the average. In case the spot prices are not available for both 
E-1 and E-2, then the average of E0 and E-3 (two days) would 
be taken. If all the three days prices viz., E-1, E-2 and E-3 are 
not available, then only one day's price viz., E0 will be taken as 
the FSP.

Maximum Order 500MT
 Size

CURRENCY

Currency Table

Currency Pair Open High Low Close

USD/INR 60.15 60.61 59.95 60.50

EUR/INR 82.45 83.36 82.45 83.17

GBP/INR 99.91 100.65 99.70 100.33

JPY/INR 57.85 58.36 57.75 58.24

 (Source: FX Central, Open: Tuesday 9.00 AM IST, Close: Thursday (5.00 PM IST)

News Flows of last week

03rd Apr Indian services downturn accelerated in March - poll

03rd Apr Growth in Germany's private sector eased to a five-month low in 

March

03rd Apr Britain's dominant services sector expanded steadily in March

03rd Apr Growth in the U.S. services sector accelerated in March

03rd Apr Global economy grew nearly 3 percent in first quarter: PMI

03rd Apr The U.S. trade deficit unexpectedly widened in February

03rd Apr Post-election showdown looms for India's central bank chief

EUR/INR (APRIL) contract closed at ̀ 83.17 on 03rd April'14. The contract made its 
high of ̀ 83.36 on 03rd April'14 and a low of ̀ 82.45 on 02nd April'14. (Weekly Basis). 
The 14-day Exponential Moving Average of the EUR/INR is currently at ̀ 83.68.

On the daily chart, EUR/INR has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 37.42.  
One can sell around 83.70 for a target of 82.50 with the stop loss of 84.25.

JPY/INR (APRIL) contract closed at 58.24 on 03rd April'14.. The contract made its 
high of 58.36 on 03rd April'14 and a low of ̀ 57.75 on 02nd April'14. (Weekly Basis). 
The 14-day Exponential Moving Average of the JPY/INR is currently at ̀ 59.10.

On the daily chart, JPY/INR has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 36.27. 
One can sell around 59.00 for a target of 57.75 with the stop loss of 59.65

Market Stance

Indian rupee ended the week with marginal losses after hitting eight month 

high as Indian stock market surged to its all time high levels as sentiments 

were supported after the Reserve Bank of India kept interest rates on Tuesday 

as widely expected as it shifts to growth from boosting inflation. But in later 

part some lower level buying was seen during the week as importers rushed in 

to buy dollars while traders also speculated about possible central bank 

intervention. The central bank is suspected to have been buying dollars in 

recent sessions to shore up its foreign exchange reserves, which now stand at 

$298.64 billion, their highest since December 2011. Moreover gains in dollar 

index in overseas market also capped the upside in local currency on domestic 

bourses.

EUR/INR

USD/INR (APRIL) contract closed at ̀ 60.50 on 03rd April'14. The contract made its 
high of ̀ 60.61 on 03rd April'14 and a low of ̀ 59.95 on 02nd April'14 (Weekly Basis). 
The 14-day Exponential Moving Average of the USD/INR is currently at ̀ 60.68.

On the daily chart, the USD/INR has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 
42.00. One can sell around 61.00 for a target of 60.00 with the stop loss of 61.50.

GBP/INR (APRIL) contract closed at `100.33 on 03rd April'14. The contract made 
its high of 100.65 on 03rd April'14 and a low of `99.70 on 02nd April'14. (Weekly 
Basis). The 14-day Exponential Moving Average of the EUR/INR is currently at 
`100.78.

On the daily chart, GBP/INR has Relative Strength Index (14-day) value of 41.51. 

USD/INRTechnical Recommendation

GBP/INR JPY/INR

Economic gauge for the next week

Date Currency Event PREVIOUS

08th April JPY BOJ 2014 Monetary Base Target Â¥270T

08th April JPY Bank of Japan Monetary Policy Statement -

08th April GBP NIESR Gross Domestic Product Estimate 0.80%

09th April USD Fed Releases Minutes from March 18-19 FOMC meeting -

10th April GBP Bank of England Rate Decision 0.50%

10th April GBP Bank of England Asset Purchase Target 375B

11th April EUR German Consumer Price Index (YOY) -

11th April EUR German Consumer Price Index - EU Harmonised (YOY) -

11th April USD University of Michigan Confidence -

®®
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IPO NEWSIPO NEWS

Cos garner ̀ 1,205 crore via IPO in FY14; market may revive in FY'15 

Indian companies have raised a meagre Rs 1,205 crore through initial share sale in the past financial year but IPO market may see a revival in the current fiscal 

(2014-15) on the back of revival in demand. According to a report by Prime Database, nine firms had raised a total of ̀ 6,289 crore through initial public offer (IPO) in 

2012-13 as against Rs 1,205 crore garnered in the past fiscal. The 2013-14 fiscal year, however, continued to witness a flurry of activity on the SME (Small and 

Medium Enterprise) platform. There were as many as 37 IPOs which collected a total of Rs 286 crore in past financial year, while 24 IPOs raked in `208 crore in 

2012-13.

GMR Energy plans to raise ̀ 1,450 via maiden IPO

As per the IPO prospectus, GMR Energy plans to raise `1,450 crore and sell 11.05 crore shares in offer-for-sale from existing shareholders comprising mainly of 

Private Equity (PE) investors. GEL has 4800 MW of capacity spread across coal, gas and hydro power based assets. Of this, while 2500 MW is currently operational, 

balance 2300 MW is under construction. The IPO proceeds will be primarily utilised towards Rs 700 crore of equity infusion in Kamalanga and Chhattisgarh power 

projects and for repayment of debt. GMR had raised `1,400 crore in 2010 in GMR Energy through a PE consortium comprising IDFC and Temasek, among others. 

These investors were to be provided an exit within three years through an IPO of GMR Energy. Recently, GMR had renegotiated the deal by allotting ̀ 1,134 crore 

worth of Compulsorily Convertible Preference Shares (CCPS) in the listed company and an equivalent worth of shares in GMR Energy. In March, just before the 

filing, GMR Energy allocated shares to the Private Equity investors at ̀ 12.16 per share. This pegs the value of the company at ̀ 3,600 crore, while brokerage firm 

pegs the value of GMR Energy at ̀ 16 per share, valuing the company at ̀ 4,160 crore. Hence, the value of the company is between USD 600 -700 million. Post issue, 

GMR Group will own between 49-55 percent in the company. Once Sebi clears the IPO, GMR will have one year to bring the IPO.

SME: Shri Krishna Prasadam lists at ̀ 11.90/sh

Equity shares of Shri Krishna Prasadam got listed on 28th March 2014, on the SME platform of the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) at a price of ̀ 11.90 as against its 

issue price of ̀ 10 per share. The issue was opened for subscription on March 11 and closed on March 14. Net proceeds of the issue are proposed to be utilised for 

working capital for the business of trading of agricultural products. The company operates in areas such as real estate, consultancy services and agricultural 

activities. Sobhagya Capital Options Limited was the book running lead manager to the issue. Skyline Financial Services Private Limited was registrar to the issue.
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IPO TRACKER

Just Dial service provider 11184.37 950.11 5-Jun-13 530.00 590.00 1594.35 200.82

Repco Home Fin Finance 2224.71 270.39 1-Apr-13 172.00 165.00 357.90 108.08

V-Mart Retail Trading 508.27 123.00 20-Feb-13 210.00 216.00 283.00 34.76

Bharti Infra. Telecom 37483.73 4533.60 28-Dec-12 220.00 200.00 198.40 -9.82

PC Jeweller Jewellary 1731.00 609.30 27-Dec-12 135.00 135.50 96.65 -28.41

CARE Rating Agency 2236.77 540.00 26-Dec-12 750.00 949.00  771.30 2.84

Tara Jewels Jewellary 263.43 179.50 6-Dec-12 230.00 242.00 107.00 -53.48

VKS Projects Engineering 27.09 55.00 18-Jul-12 55.00 55.80 0.43 -99.22

Speciality Rest. Restaurants 693.13 181.96 30-May-12 150.00 153.00 147.60 -1.60

T B Z Jewellary 883.11 210.00 9-May-12 120.00 115.00 132.40 10.33

MT Educare Miscellaneous 343.30 99.00 12-Apr-12 80.00 86.05 86.30 7.88

NBCC Construction 2038.80 124.97 12-Apr-12 106.00 100.00 169.90 60.28

Olympic card. Media 51.95 24.75 28-Mar-12 30.00 29.95 31.85 6.17

Multi Comm. Exc. Exchange 2598.45 663.31 9-Mar-12 1032.00 1387.00 509.40 -50.64

Indo Thai Sec. Finance 11.75 29.60 2-Nov-11 74.00 75.00 11.75 -84.12

Vaswani Inds. Steel 5.13 49.00 24-Oct-11 49.00 33.45 1.79 -96.35

Flexituff Intl. Packaging 559.80 104.63 19-Oct-11 155.00 155.00 225.00 45.16

Prakash Constro. Construction 14.33 60.00 4-Oct-11 138.00 145.00 1.14 -99.17

PG Electro. Consumer Durables 14.33 120.65 26-Sep-11 210.00 200.00 1.14 -99.46

SRS Jewellary 475.68 203.00 16-Sep-11 58.00 55.00 34.15 -41.12

Company Sector M.Cap(In `Cr.) Issue Size(in `Cr.) List Date Issue Price List Price Last Price %Gain/Loss(from 
Issue price)

*

*Closing prices as on 03-04-2014
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MUTUAL FUND Performance Charts

Returns (%) Risk Market Cap (%)

Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM 3M 6M 1Y 3Y Since Std.Dev Beta Jenson LARGE MID SMALL DEBT & 

(`) Date (` Cr.) Launch CAP CAP CAP OTHER

ICICI Prud. Exports and Other Services Fund - G 28.82 30-Nov-2005 299.50 5.68 21.76 46.89 16.81 13.52 1.69 0.44 0.34 59.06 29.63 2.82 8.49

Reliance Small Cap Fund - Growth 13.58 16-Sep-2010 360.85 10.30 48.16 41.50 11.52 9.00 2.02 0.57 0.20 1.57 58.76 26.83 12.84

UTI Mid Cap Fund - Growth 44.89 09-Apr-2004 298.56 13.87 39.14 40.24 12.38 17.30 2.10 0.75 0.18 18.36 69.63 7.22 4.80

SBI Magnum Midcap Fund - Growth 34.56 29-Mar-2005 227.69 10.67 38.37 39.54 14.96 14.74 1.90 0.59 0.29 10.61 76.82 3.70 8.86

Franklin India Smaller Companies Fund - G 21.92 13-Jan-2006 386.21 13.70 35.17 36.21 14.60 10.01 1.96 0.67 0.26 14.16 73.89 2.14 9.81

Religare Invesco Mid N Small Cap Fund - G 21.46 17-Mar-2008 80.06 10.16 31.66 32.39 14.78 13.45 1.91 0.68 0.18 25.07 69.20 0.91 4.82

DSP BlackRock Micro Cap Fund - Reg - G 20.22 14-Jun-2007 361.32 9.88 37.71 31.49 9.61 10.89 2.15 0.71 0.10 N.A 77.83 18.63 3.54

EQUITY (Diversified)

BALANCED

INCOME FUND

Note: Indicative corpus are including Growth & Dividend option. The above mentioned data is on the basis of 03/04/2014
Beta, Sharpe and Standard Deviation are calculated on the basis of period: 1 year, frequency: Weekly Friday, RF: 7%

ULTRA SHORT TERM 

SHORT TERM FUND 

Due to their inherent long term nature, the following 3 categories have been sorted on the basis of 1 year returns

Due to their inherent short term nature, the following 2 categories have been sorted on the basis of 6month returns 

Returns (%) Risk Market Cap (%)

Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM 3M 6M 1Y 3Y Since Std.Dev Jenson LARGE MID SMALL DEBT & 

(`) Date (` Cr.) Launch CAP CAP CAP OTHER 

HDFC Balanced Fund - Growth 75.15 11-Sep-2000 1227.37 8.36 23.15 23.08 10.60 16.03 1.33 0.04 31.38 38.12 1.63 28.88

ICICI Prudential Balanced - Growth 66.24 03-Nov-1999 640.08 7.38 17.41 21.74 12.23 14.01 1.28 0.11 46.04 19.09 1.73 33.14

SBI Magnum Balanced Fund - Growth 66.60 09-Oct-1995 488.23 6.43 18.45 20.87 9.30 15.87 1.22 0.14 31.78 35.35 2.48 30.39

HDFC Prudence Fund - Growth 268.09 01-Feb-1994 5145.95 10.08 25.91 19.44 7.51 19.24 1.72 N.A 39.24 28.75 6.86 25.14

Tata Balanced Fund - Plan A - Growth 111.95 08-Oct-1995 616.23 6.02 13.71 18.53 10.27 15.87 1.43 0.07 47.37 26.84 0.32 25.48

FT India Balanced Fund - Growth 62.81 10-Dec-1999 215.18 8.44 16.34 18.46 8.00 13.69 1.37 0.04 55.76 14.06 N.A 30.18

Reliance RSF - Balanced - Growth 28.39 08-Jun-2005 536.68 7.63 19.47 18.29 8.43 12.55 1.56 0.04 53.46 14.52 4.52 27.49

Returns (%) Risk
Average Yield till

Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM Since Std. Sharpe
Maturity (Days) Maturity

1W 2W 1M 6M 1Y 3Y(`) Date (`Cr.) Launch Dev.

Kotak Banking and PSU Debt Fund - G 28.52 29-Dec-1998 530.72 10.99 11.06 10.99 10.13 10.27 8.72 7.10 11.60 0.14 47.45 9.50

Axis Banking Debt Fund - Growth 1171.03 08-Jun-2012 427.85 8.82 10.77 14.37 9.86 9.02 N.A 9.07 6.76 0.26 328.50 9.66

Tata Dynamic Bond Fund - Plan A - G 18.88 03-Sep-2003 303.36 -4.80 5.90 11.36 7.66 8.65 8.54 6.19 30.77 0.07 1288.45 9.13

Templeton India Income Oppo. Fund - G 14.42 11-Dec-2009 3885.25 7.61 12.61 13.75 10.87 8.56 9.51 8.86 13.50 0.18 799.35 11.14

Templeton India Cor. Bond Oppo. Fund - G 12.60 07-Dec-2011 5685.15 7.29 13.65 15.09 11.51 8.51 N.A 10.46 14.41 0.18 872.35 11.20

Reliance RSF - Debt - Growth 17.15 09-Jun-2005 4020.55 8.59 14.03 14.46 9.43 8.15 8.94 6.27 10.16 0.17 660.65 10.43

UTI Income Opportunities Fund - G 11.17 19-Nov-2012 511.70 8.14 14.95 15.63 10.63 7.83 N.A 8.40 17.19 0.07 730.00 N.A

Annualised

Returns (%) Risk Average Yield till
Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM Since Std. Sharpe Maturity (Days) Maturity

1W 2W 1M 6M 1Y 3Y(`) Date (`Cr.) Launch Dev.

Birla Sun Life Medium Term Plan - Reg - G 15.24 25-Mar-2009 2331.53 6.99 13.81 14.36 11.37 10.14 10.43 8.74 12.60 0.27 N.A 10.57

Birla Sun Life Short Term Oppo. Fund - Reg - G 20.56 24-Apr-2003 2681.61 12.46 15.45 14.67 10.75 9.90 10.30 6.80 11.47 0.30 N.A 10.11

Templeton India STIP - Growth 2570.19 31-Jan-2002 7939.51 8.83 13.06 13.85 10.73 8.84 9.54 8.06 11.96 0.20 649.70 11.13

JPMorgan India Short Term Income Fund - G 13.89 25-Mar-2010 580.38 4.40 11.29 12.38 10.33 8.38 9.14 8.50 8.25 0.20 845.00 10.14

HDFC Short Term Opportunities Fund - G 13.82 25-Jun-2010 2359.85 10.32 12.40 13.54 10.18 8.44 9.35 8.94 10.41 0.18 390.55 9.66

HDFC Short Term Plan - Growth 24.38 28-Feb-2002 1865.16 10.91 13.49 14.03 10.18 7.50 8.70 7.64 11.54 0.12 500.05 9.82

DSP BlackRock Income Oppo. Fund - Reg - G 20.15 13-May-2003 913.16 8.81 12.42 14.41 10.12 8.45 8.63 6.64 9.79 0.15 N.A 10.55

Annualised

Returns (%) Risk Average Yield till
Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM Since Std. Sharpe Maturity (Days) Maturity

1W 2W 1M 6M 1Y 3Y(`) Date (`Cr.) Launch Dev.

Templeton India Low Duration Fund - G 13.96 26-Jul-2010 1871.37 12.06 11.99 11.90 10.04 9.55 9.95 9.45 4.08 0.59 65.70 10.04

Birla Sun Life Treasury Optimizer Plan - Ret - G 231.93 19-Apr-2002 350.46 11.22 13.52 12.80 9.91 9.47 9.40 7.28 3.75 0.56 N.A 9.17

IDFC Ultra Short Term Fund - Reg - G 17.89 17-Jan-2006 1593.38 13.00 12.65 11.99 9.89 9.57 9.81 7.34 4.02 0.59 90.00 9.96

Baroda Pioneer Treasury Adv. Fund - Reg - G 1453.34 24-Jun-2009 636.33 14.02 14.26 12.71 9.85 9.17 9.51 8.14 4.80 0.43 81.00 9.65

Birla Sun Life Savings Fund - Ret - G 238.03 27-Nov-2001 4827.80 13.18 12.88 11.89 9.80 9.44 9.34 7.27 3.96 0.50 N.A 9.26

DWS Treasury Fund - Investment - Reg - G 14.15 09-Oct-2009 792.61 8.56 12.31 12.99 9.78 8.60 9.05 8.06 6.84 0.28 32.85 8.55

Templeton India Ultra Short Bond Fund - Retail - G 16.43 18-Dec-2007 3535.72 12.60 12.33 11.59 9.76 9.56 9.48 8.20 2.97 0.72 69.35 9.93

Annualised
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here is no arguing that portfolio protection is often just as important as portfolio appreciation. For the 

purpose, hedging is an important tool that every investor should know about.Hedging means reducing or Tcontrolling risk or in simple language it is a mechanism to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an 

asset. This is done by taking a position in the futures market i.e. opposite to the one in the physical market with the 

objective of reducing or limiting risks associated with price changes. When people decide to hedge, they are 

insuring themselves against a negative event. This doesn't prevent a negative event from happening, but if it does 

happen and you're properly hedged, the impact of the event is reduced.

For the corporates in which the business activity is dependent on import and export of commodities, there is an 

automatic exposure to foreign exchange and, hence, the need for hedging is higher. In the current context, since 

the world markets are interlinked, they eventually affect and impact the movement of currencies. 

From the point of view of Indian importers and exporters, we have tried to explain this strategy with some 

illustrations. It will help us gauge better as to why and how one should hedge, and the manner in which an importer 

and/or exporter can hedge his currency risk. The impact of the movement in the USD-INR currencies affects both 

importers and exporters. In other words, an importer will benefit when the rupee appreciates, while the exporter 

will gain when the rupee depreciates against the US dollar. In order to reduce the risks associated with these 

uncertain movements in the financial markets, both importers and exporters can utilise the derivatives platform of 

currency futures. By creating an equal and opposite position in the derivatives market, a hedge can be created.

 (IN CASE OF IMPORTER)

SCENARIO- 1 

Suppose an edible oil importer wants to import edible oil worth USD 100,000 and places his import order on July 15, 2013, with the delivery date being 4 

months ahead. At the time when the contract is placed, in the spot market, one USD was worth say INR 60.50. But, suppose the Indian Rupee 

depreciates to INR 61.50 per USD when the payment is due in November 2013, the value of the payment for the importer goes up to INR 61,50,000 rather 

than INR 60,50,000. The hedging strategy for the importer, thus, would be:

Current Spot Rate (15th July '14):  60.50  (ON DATE OF PLACING ORDER)   

BUY 100 lot USD INR Nov.'14 contract on 15th July'14; (Assuming contract is trading @ 61.00) i.e (61.00*1000)*100

(ON DATE OF DELIVERY or PAYMENT DATE) SELL 100 lot USD INR Nov.'14 contract in Nov.'14  

EARNED PROFIT IN FUTURE MARKET = 1000*(62.00-61.00)*100 = 100,000

NOW, Current Spot Rate (Nov.'14):  61.50 

(PURCHASES IN SPOT MARKET @61.50)= (61.50*100000) = 61,50,000

Actual Profit /Loss = (61.50-60.50)*100000 = 1,00,000

NET PAYMENT TO BE MADE = 61,50,000 -50,000 = 61,00,000

Had the importer not hedged his position, he would have suffered a loss of Rs 100,000 (Rs 61,50,000 - Rs 60,50,000). However, by creating a hedge 

position on the futures platform, his losses are nullified.

SCENARIO- 2

Now we consider the alternative scenario that currency would have appreciated, in that case.

Current Spot Rate (15th July '14):   60.50   (ON DATE OF PLACING ORDER)   

BUY 100 lot USD INR Nov.'14 contract on 15th July'14; (Assuming contract is trading @ 61.00) i.e (61.00*1000)*100

(ON DATE OF DELIVERY or PAYMENT DATE)

SELL 100 lot USD INR Nov.'14 contract in Nov.'14  

EARNED LOSS IN FUTURE MARKET = 1000*(60.00-61.00)*100 = (-) 100,000

NOW, Current Spot Rate (Nov.'14):  59.50 

(PURCHASES IN SPOT MARKET @59.50)= (59.50*100000) = 59,50,000

NET PAYMENT TO BE MADE = 59,50,000 – (-)100,000 = 60,50,000 

In this case, had the importer not hedged his position, he would have saved Rs 100,000 (Rs 60,50,000 - Rs 59,50,000). However, by creating a hedge 

position on the futures platform, he neither made profit nor any loss on his deal.

Conclusion : Hedging method is to hedge against the losses that may occur due to unfavourable moves in market. However, market participant should 

resist the temptation of using hedging mechanism to make trading profit as that may lead to deviation of the focus from the core business and risk of 

engaging in trading with naked positions.
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MUTUAL FUND Performance Charts

Returns (%) Risk Market Cap (%)

Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM 3M 6M 1Y 3Y Since Std.Dev Beta Jenson LARGE MID SMALL DEBT & 

(`) Date (` Cr.) Launch CAP CAP CAP OTHER

ICICI Prud. Exports and Other Services Fund - G 28.82 30-Nov-2005 299.50 5.68 21.76 46.89 16.81 13.52 1.69 0.44 0.34 59.06 29.63 2.82 8.49

Reliance Small Cap Fund - Growth 13.58 16-Sep-2010 360.85 10.30 48.16 41.50 11.52 9.00 2.02 0.57 0.20 1.57 58.76 26.83 12.84

UTI Mid Cap Fund - Growth 44.89 09-Apr-2004 298.56 13.87 39.14 40.24 12.38 17.30 2.10 0.75 0.18 18.36 69.63 7.22 4.80

SBI Magnum Midcap Fund - Growth 34.56 29-Mar-2005 227.69 10.67 38.37 39.54 14.96 14.74 1.90 0.59 0.29 10.61 76.82 3.70 8.86

Franklin India Smaller Companies Fund - G 21.92 13-Jan-2006 386.21 13.70 35.17 36.21 14.60 10.01 1.96 0.67 0.26 14.16 73.89 2.14 9.81

Religare Invesco Mid N Small Cap Fund - G 21.46 17-Mar-2008 80.06 10.16 31.66 32.39 14.78 13.45 1.91 0.68 0.18 25.07 69.20 0.91 4.82

DSP BlackRock Micro Cap Fund - Reg - G 20.22 14-Jun-2007 361.32 9.88 37.71 31.49 9.61 10.89 2.15 0.71 0.10 N.A 77.83 18.63 3.54

EQUITY (Diversified)

BALANCED

INCOME FUND

Note: Indicative corpus are including Growth & Dividend option. The above mentioned data is on the basis of 03/04/2014
Beta, Sharpe and Standard Deviation are calculated on the basis of period: 1 year, frequency: Weekly Friday, RF: 7%

ULTRA SHORT TERM 

SHORT TERM FUND 

Due to their inherent long term nature, the following 3 categories have been sorted on the basis of 1 year returns

Due to their inherent short term nature, the following 2 categories have been sorted on the basis of 6month returns 

Returns (%) Risk Market Cap (%)

Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM 3M 6M 1Y 3Y Since Std.Dev Jenson LARGE MID SMALL DEBT & 

(`) Date (` Cr.) Launch CAP CAP CAP OTHER 

HDFC Balanced Fund - Growth 75.15 11-Sep-2000 1227.37 8.36 23.15 23.08 10.60 16.03 1.33 0.04 31.38 38.12 1.63 28.88

ICICI Prudential Balanced - Growth 66.24 03-Nov-1999 640.08 7.38 17.41 21.74 12.23 14.01 1.28 0.11 46.04 19.09 1.73 33.14

SBI Magnum Balanced Fund - Growth 66.60 09-Oct-1995 488.23 6.43 18.45 20.87 9.30 15.87 1.22 0.14 31.78 35.35 2.48 30.39

HDFC Prudence Fund - Growth 268.09 01-Feb-1994 5145.95 10.08 25.91 19.44 7.51 19.24 1.72 N.A 39.24 28.75 6.86 25.14

Tata Balanced Fund - Plan A - Growth 111.95 08-Oct-1995 616.23 6.02 13.71 18.53 10.27 15.87 1.43 0.07 47.37 26.84 0.32 25.48

FT India Balanced Fund - Growth 62.81 10-Dec-1999 215.18 8.44 16.34 18.46 8.00 13.69 1.37 0.04 55.76 14.06 N.A 30.18

Reliance RSF - Balanced - Growth 28.39 08-Jun-2005 536.68 7.63 19.47 18.29 8.43 12.55 1.56 0.04 53.46 14.52 4.52 27.49

Returns (%) Risk
Average Yield till

Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM Since Std. Sharpe
Maturity (Days) Maturity

1W 2W 1M 6M 1Y 3Y(`) Date (`Cr.) Launch Dev.

Kotak Banking and PSU Debt Fund - G 28.52 29-Dec-1998 530.72 10.99 11.06 10.99 10.13 10.27 8.72 7.10 11.60 0.14 47.45 9.50

Axis Banking Debt Fund - Growth 1171.03 08-Jun-2012 427.85 8.82 10.77 14.37 9.86 9.02 N.A 9.07 6.76 0.26 328.50 9.66

Tata Dynamic Bond Fund - Plan A - G 18.88 03-Sep-2003 303.36 -4.80 5.90 11.36 7.66 8.65 8.54 6.19 30.77 0.07 1288.45 9.13

Templeton India Income Oppo. Fund - G 14.42 11-Dec-2009 3885.25 7.61 12.61 13.75 10.87 8.56 9.51 8.86 13.50 0.18 799.35 11.14

Templeton India Cor. Bond Oppo. Fund - G 12.60 07-Dec-2011 5685.15 7.29 13.65 15.09 11.51 8.51 N.A 10.46 14.41 0.18 872.35 11.20

Reliance RSF - Debt - Growth 17.15 09-Jun-2005 4020.55 8.59 14.03 14.46 9.43 8.15 8.94 6.27 10.16 0.17 660.65 10.43

UTI Income Opportunities Fund - G 11.17 19-Nov-2012 511.70 8.14 14.95 15.63 10.63 7.83 N.A 8.40 17.19 0.07 730.00 N.A

Annualised

Returns (%) Risk Average Yield till
Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM Since Std. Sharpe Maturity (Days) Maturity

1W 2W 1M 6M 1Y 3Y(`) Date (`Cr.) Launch Dev.

Birla Sun Life Medium Term Plan - Reg - G 15.24 25-Mar-2009 2331.53 6.99 13.81 14.36 11.37 10.14 10.43 8.74 12.60 0.27 N.A 10.57

Birla Sun Life Short Term Oppo. Fund - Reg - G 20.56 24-Apr-2003 2681.61 12.46 15.45 14.67 10.75 9.90 10.30 6.80 11.47 0.30 N.A 10.11

Templeton India STIP - Growth 2570.19 31-Jan-2002 7939.51 8.83 13.06 13.85 10.73 8.84 9.54 8.06 11.96 0.20 649.70 11.13

JPMorgan India Short Term Income Fund - G 13.89 25-Mar-2010 580.38 4.40 11.29 12.38 10.33 8.38 9.14 8.50 8.25 0.20 845.00 10.14

HDFC Short Term Opportunities Fund - G 13.82 25-Jun-2010 2359.85 10.32 12.40 13.54 10.18 8.44 9.35 8.94 10.41 0.18 390.55 9.66

HDFC Short Term Plan - Growth 24.38 28-Feb-2002 1865.16 10.91 13.49 14.03 10.18 7.50 8.70 7.64 11.54 0.12 500.05 9.82

DSP BlackRock Income Oppo. Fund - Reg - G 20.15 13-May-2003 913.16 8.81 12.42 14.41 10.12 8.45 8.63 6.64 9.79 0.15 N.A 10.55

Annualised

Returns (%) Risk Average Yield till
Scheme Name NAV Launch QAAUM Since Std. Sharpe Maturity (Days) Maturity

1W 2W 1M 6M 1Y 3Y(`) Date (`Cr.) Launch Dev.

Templeton India Low Duration Fund - G 13.96 26-Jul-2010 1871.37 12.06 11.99 11.90 10.04 9.55 9.95 9.45 4.08 0.59 65.70 10.04

Birla Sun Life Treasury Optimizer Plan - Ret - G 231.93 19-Apr-2002 350.46 11.22 13.52 12.80 9.91 9.47 9.40 7.28 3.75 0.56 N.A 9.17

IDFC Ultra Short Term Fund - Reg - G 17.89 17-Jan-2006 1593.38 13.00 12.65 11.99 9.89 9.57 9.81 7.34 4.02 0.59 90.00 9.96

Baroda Pioneer Treasury Adv. Fund - Reg - G 1453.34 24-Jun-2009 636.33 14.02 14.26 12.71 9.85 9.17 9.51 8.14 4.80 0.43 81.00 9.65

Birla Sun Life Savings Fund - Ret - G 238.03 27-Nov-2001 4827.80 13.18 12.88 11.89 9.80 9.44 9.34 7.27 3.96 0.50 N.A 9.26

DWS Treasury Fund - Investment - Reg - G 14.15 09-Oct-2009 792.61 8.56 12.31 12.99 9.78 8.60 9.05 8.06 6.84 0.28 32.85 8.55

Templeton India Ultra Short Bond Fund - Retail - G 16.43 18-Dec-2007 3535.72 12.60 12.33 11.59 9.76 9.56 9.48 8.20 2.97 0.72 69.35 9.93

Annualised
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here is no arguing that portfolio protection is often just as important as portfolio appreciation. For the 

purpose, hedging is an important tool that every investor should know about.Hedging means reducing or Tcontrolling risk or in simple language it is a mechanism to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an 

asset. This is done by taking a position in the futures market i.e. opposite to the one in the physical market with the 

objective of reducing or limiting risks associated with price changes. When people decide to hedge, they are 

insuring themselves against a negative event. This doesn't prevent a negative event from happening, but if it does 

happen and you're properly hedged, the impact of the event is reduced.

For the corporates in which the business activity is dependent on import and export of commodities, there is an 

automatic exposure to foreign exchange and, hence, the need for hedging is higher. In the current context, since 

the world markets are interlinked, they eventually affect and impact the movement of currencies. 

From the point of view of Indian importers and exporters, we have tried to explain this strategy with some 

illustrations. It will help us gauge better as to why and how one should hedge, and the manner in which an importer 

and/or exporter can hedge his currency risk. The impact of the movement in the USD-INR currencies affects both 

importers and exporters. In other words, an importer will benefit when the rupee appreciates, while the exporter 

will gain when the rupee depreciates against the US dollar. In order to reduce the risks associated with these 

uncertain movements in the financial markets, both importers and exporters can utilise the derivatives platform of 

currency futures. By creating an equal and opposite position in the derivatives market, a hedge can be created.

 (IN CASE OF IMPORTER)

SCENARIO- 1 

Suppose an edible oil importer wants to import edible oil worth USD 100,000 and places his import order on July 15, 2013, with the delivery date being 4 

months ahead. At the time when the contract is placed, in the spot market, one USD was worth say INR 60.50. But, suppose the Indian Rupee 

depreciates to INR 61.50 per USD when the payment is due in November 2013, the value of the payment for the importer goes up to INR 61,50,000 rather 

than INR 60,50,000. The hedging strategy for the importer, thus, would be:

Current Spot Rate (15th July '14):  60.50  (ON DATE OF PLACING ORDER)   

BUY 100 lot USD INR Nov.'14 contract on 15th July'14; (Assuming contract is trading @ 61.00) i.e (61.00*1000)*100

(ON DATE OF DELIVERY or PAYMENT DATE) SELL 100 lot USD INR Nov.'14 contract in Nov.'14  

EARNED PROFIT IN FUTURE MARKET = 1000*(62.00-61.00)*100 = 100,000

NOW, Current Spot Rate (Nov.'14):  61.50 

(PURCHASES IN SPOT MARKET @61.50)= (61.50*100000) = 61,50,000

Actual Profit /Loss = (61.50-60.50)*100000 = 1,00,000

NET PAYMENT TO BE MADE = 61,50,000 -50,000 = 61,00,000

Had the importer not hedged his position, he would have suffered a loss of Rs 100,000 (Rs 61,50,000 - Rs 60,50,000). However, by creating a hedge 

position on the futures platform, his losses are nullified.

SCENARIO- 2

Now we consider the alternative scenario that currency would have appreciated, in that case.

Current Spot Rate (15th July '14):   60.50   (ON DATE OF PLACING ORDER)   

BUY 100 lot USD INR Nov.'14 contract on 15th July'14; (Assuming contract is trading @ 61.00) i.e (61.00*1000)*100

(ON DATE OF DELIVERY or PAYMENT DATE)

SELL 100 lot USD INR Nov.'14 contract in Nov.'14  

EARNED LOSS IN FUTURE MARKET = 1000*(60.00-61.00)*100 = (-) 100,000

NOW, Current Spot Rate (Nov.'14):  59.50 

(PURCHASES IN SPOT MARKET @59.50)= (59.50*100000) = 59,50,000

NET PAYMENT TO BE MADE = 59,50,000 – (-)100,000 = 60,50,000 

In this case, had the importer not hedged his position, he would have saved Rs 100,000 (Rs 60,50,000 - Rs 59,50,000). However, by creating a hedge 

position on the futures platform, he neither made profit nor any loss on his deal.

Conclusion : Hedging method is to hedge against the losses that may occur due to unfavourable moves in market. However, market participant should 

resist the temptation of using hedging mechanism to make trading profit as that may lead to deviation of the focus from the core business and risk of 

engaging in trading with naked positions.
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he Indian markets have been on a move from the time when election dates has announced - the benchmark index has 

touched record highs as because there is an expectation in the markets that that elections can re-start the investment Tcycle. After the schedule released for Lok Sabha polls 2014 by the Election Commission, sectoral indices like Bank, Realty, 

Capital Goods, Oil & Gas, and Power, have made smart gains on the bourses. 

 At present, market participants are banking heavily on a possibility of Narendra Modi-led government at the Centre post 

election. So far, FII have poured more then $2 billion into the domestic markets in February and March, marking a reversal from 

the outflows at the start of the year 2014. If the new government post election able to infuse confidence among various stake 

holders by returning towards fiscal prudence, foreign investor confidence will favor India and of course will ease pressure on 

India's sovereign rating. If we compare India with its other emerging peer group, India is a good alternative from the global 

investors' perspective as there are plenty of opportunities. 

The question may arise in the mind “Why India is better than other emerging peers”? The answer to this question is that recently 

India has solved some of its critical macro-economic parameters such as its twin deficits -- current account and fiscal. Also the 

rupee which had fallen by 20% in the month of August 2013, now has stabled and also the inflation is trending down. The Indian 

corporate will start a growth drive that will engage huge capital expenditure if the political environment changes. Recently, the 

Cabinet Committee on Investment (CCI) has resolved bureaucratic hurdles and has cleared 92 major investment projects, worth around Rs 3.5 trillion (4 per cent 

of GDP). This must provide a well-built movement for investment-led growth. 

As we know history repeats itself. Even in the past, during the time of general elections, markets have shown tremendous rally. The only reason why stock 

market has placed its vote to  Modi government because he has a reputation for quick decisions. Besides the election fever, there are also other factors such as 

stabilizing domestic currency, shrinking Current Account Deficit (CAD), easing inflation, bottoming growth, continuing fiscal discipline and lower probability of 

a rate hike have created euphoria among the market participants as this improving factors have created a platform for an stable economic environment. The 

phenomenon of financial markets running ahead of economic fundamentals is not new to stock markets. The mood only gets shattered when things do not fall in 

place as perceived.

To conclude, it is recommended to investors to churn their portfolios from defensive to cyclic sector. 

MARKET RIDING – POST GENERAL ELECTION

Mr. Dinesh Joshi
Sr. Research Analyst 

(Equity Fundamental)

apital Goods industry, the mother of all manufacturing industry, has witnessed difficult times on the back of slowdown in 

industrial and infrastructure investment in the recent past. Investment in the country has been slowed to a decade-low of C1.7 percent of GDP in FY 2013. However, the industry has started regaining investors' interest with market participants 

expecting the investment cycle to revive after the general election. Moreover, as the industry is of strategic importance to the 

national security and economic independence, the government has made some policy initiative measurers for the revival of the 

industry, which is still facing slowdown in order intake and delay in execution. This has boosted the investor confidence.

In the interim budget, the government proposed cut in excise duty on capital goods from 12% to 10% to give much needed relief to 

the industry, which is under immense pressure. However, the reduction is applicable till June 30, 2014, when the new 

government post election will announce the full year budget. But it still gives an indication that government coming into the 

power would provide larger package for the revival of the industry and economy at large. 

Also following the approval of Empowered Group of Ministers (EGOM) making local sourcing mandatory for all Ultra Mega Power 

Projects (UMPP) to be tendered in future, the Ministry of Power has inserted a mandatory local sourcing clause in the standard 

bidding documents for the Bedabhal UMPP in Odhisa. This will augur well for the industry players who have invested in capacity 

and sitting idle or operating at low capacity for want of orders.

The much awaited stringent emission norms notified by the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) coming into effect from April 1, 2014 augur well for the 

companies which are into the manufacturing of gensets. Cummins India Ltd is the market leader in gensets and has perfectly positioned itself to cash in the 

opportunities from the new norms. Moreover, as steel prices moving southwards, the industry players with surplus cash such as BHEL and L&T might get into 

stocking of steel as they did couple of years ago. This might improve the profitability when the steel prices start to harden.

Even though the industry is still victimized by the slowdown in investment activities, but the stock prices in the bourses have witnessed smart gains in the last 

few months. The stock prices rose on the hope that new government would find it easier to undertake reforms for repairing India's fiscal position and to address 

India's investment challenges. The reforms, which would be initiated by the new government, may result in fiscal tightening and gradual economic recovery. Also 

the FIIs, who are the biggest drivers of Indian stocks, feel that a strong and decisive government is crucial for India's economy.

Companies like Larsen & Toubro, BHEL, Havells India, Siemens, Cummins India and Crompton Greaves have strong fundamentals and are perfectly placed to 

garner the benefit of the likely revival in the economy post election.

CAPITAL GOODS STOCKS…. REFORM MEASURE BOOSTER

Mr. Ajay Lakra
Sr. Research Analyst 

(Equity Fundamentals)
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he Indian markets have been on a move from the time when election dates has announced - the benchmark index has 

touched record highs as because there is an expectation in the markets that that elections can re-start the investment Tcycle. After the schedule released for Lok Sabha polls 2014 by the Election Commission, sectoral indices like Bank, Realty, 

Capital Goods, Oil & Gas, and Power, have made smart gains on the bourses. 

 At present, market participants are banking heavily on a possibility of Narendra Modi-led government at the Centre post 

election. So far, FII have poured more then $2 billion into the domestic markets in February and March, marking a reversal from 

the outflows at the start of the year 2014. If the new government post election able to infuse confidence among various stake 

holders by returning towards fiscal prudence, foreign investor confidence will favor India and of course will ease pressure on 

India's sovereign rating. If we compare India with its other emerging peer group, India is a good alternative from the global 

investors' perspective as there are plenty of opportunities. 

The question may arise in the mind “Why India is better than other emerging peers”? The answer to this question is that recently 

India has solved some of its critical macro-economic parameters such as its twin deficits -- current account and fiscal. Also the 

rupee which had fallen by 20% in the month of August 2013, now has stabled and also the inflation is trending down. The Indian 

corporate will start a growth drive that will engage huge capital expenditure if the political environment changes. Recently, the 

Cabinet Committee on Investment (CCI) has resolved bureaucratic hurdles and has cleared 92 major investment projects, worth around Rs 3.5 trillion (4 per cent 

of GDP). This must provide a well-built movement for investment-led growth. 

As we know history repeats itself. Even in the past, during the time of general elections, markets have shown tremendous rally. The only reason why stock 

market has placed its vote to  Modi government because he has a reputation for quick decisions. Besides the election fever, there are also other factors such as 

stabilizing domestic currency, shrinking Current Account Deficit (CAD), easing inflation, bottoming growth, continuing fiscal discipline and lower probability of 

a rate hike have created euphoria among the market participants as this improving factors have created a platform for an stable economic environment. The 

phenomenon of financial markets running ahead of economic fundamentals is not new to stock markets. The mood only gets shattered when things do not fall in 

place as perceived.

To conclude, it is recommended to investors to churn their portfolios from defensive to cyclic sector. 

MARKET RIDING – POST GENERAL ELECTION

Mr. Dinesh Joshi
Sr. Research Analyst 

(Equity Fundamental)

apital Goods industry, the mother of all manufacturing industry, has witnessed difficult times on the back of slowdown in 

industrial and infrastructure investment in the recent past. Investment in the country has been slowed to a decade-low of C1.7 percent of GDP in FY 2013. However, the industry has started regaining investors' interest with market participants 

expecting the investment cycle to revive after the general election. Moreover, as the industry is of strategic importance to the 

national security and economic independence, the government has made some policy initiative measurers for the revival of the 

industry, which is still facing slowdown in order intake and delay in execution. This has boosted the investor confidence.

In the interim budget, the government proposed cut in excise duty on capital goods from 12% to 10% to give much needed relief to 

the industry, which is under immense pressure. However, the reduction is applicable till June 30, 2014, when the new 

government post election will announce the full year budget. But it still gives an indication that government coming into the 

power would provide larger package for the revival of the industry and economy at large. 

Also following the approval of Empowered Group of Ministers (EGOM) making local sourcing mandatory for all Ultra Mega Power 

Projects (UMPP) to be tendered in future, the Ministry of Power has inserted a mandatory local sourcing clause in the standard 

bidding documents for the Bedabhal UMPP in Odhisa. This will augur well for the industry players who have invested in capacity 

and sitting idle or operating at low capacity for want of orders.

The much awaited stringent emission norms notified by the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) coming into effect from April 1, 2014 augur well for the 

companies which are into the manufacturing of gensets. Cummins India Ltd is the market leader in gensets and has perfectly positioned itself to cash in the 

opportunities from the new norms. Moreover, as steel prices moving southwards, the industry players with surplus cash such as BHEL and L&T might get into 

stocking of steel as they did couple of years ago. This might improve the profitability when the steel prices start to harden.

Even though the industry is still victimized by the slowdown in investment activities, but the stock prices in the bourses have witnessed smart gains in the last 

few months. The stock prices rose on the hope that new government would find it easier to undertake reforms for repairing India's fiscal position and to address 

India's investment challenges. The reforms, which would be initiated by the new government, may result in fiscal tightening and gradual economic recovery. Also 

the FIIs, who are the biggest drivers of Indian stocks, feel that a strong and decisive government is crucial for India's economy.

Companies like Larsen & Toubro, BHEL, Havells India, Siemens, Cummins India and Crompton Greaves have strong fundamentals and are perfectly placed to 

garner the benefit of the likely revival in the economy post election.

CAPITAL GOODS STOCKS…. REFORM MEASURE BOOSTER

Mr. Ajay Lakra
Sr. Research Analyst 

(Equity Fundamentals)
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ommodity markets touch the lives of all citizens of the country, either as producers or as consumers. Since 2003, Indian 

commodity futures markets has completed more than a decade & it has witnessed fastest growth in last few years making Cit one of the most rapidly growing markets in the financial sector.

Forward Markets Commission (FMC) continues to play its role in market development, maintaining market integrity and 

protecting stakeholders' interests. Hence, effective regulation of these markets assumes greater significance. To establish 

effective and credible regulatory regime has been one of the top priorities of the Commission. Bringing in more and more 

transparency in market operations and encouraging more participation remained an important concern for the Commission.

The Need: In comparison with the international commodity futures markets, there is still lot of scope for developments in Indian 

commodity markets with a view of growing turnover year-on-year. One of such moves can be showing a breakdown of comparison 

of open interest in futures contracts of various commodities. This data would provide every investor a deep insight into market 

liquidity. The report (Commitments of Traders) can be a primarily tool to give the investors a direction which may play out to be 

in the favour & increase the chances of success.

Commitments of Traders (CoT): Across different exchanges in U.S, the COT reports provide a breakdown of each Tuesday's open 

interest for markets in which 20 or more traders hold positions equal to or above the reporting levels established by the 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). The weekly reports for Futures-Only Commitments of Traders and for Futures-and-Options-Combined 

Commitments of Traders are released every Friday at 3:30 p.m. eastern time.

Reports are available in both short and long formats. The short report shows open interest separately by reportable and non-reportable positions. For reportable 

positions, additional data is provided for commercial and non-commercial holdings, spreading, changes from the previous report, percents of open interest by 

category, and number of traders.

The Advantage: The CoT report is keenly awaited by traders to gauge the trend in the market by analyzing the changes in the positions of large speculators 

and/or commercial traders (hedgers). It is seen that the result of the analysis of the CoT gets reflected on the price movements of the commodity. 

In India, releasing such data would bring greater transparency & fulfill the main aim of commodity derivatives markets to a larger extent i.e price discovery and 

price risk management. The CoT report would be useful to all stakeholders associated with the commodity markets and would also substantially raise the faith in 

commodity trading. This report can give an investor the bigger picture of the price movement & market sentiments of a particular commodity apart from the 

best fundamental supply and demand information they have on their commodities. Looking at the figures of the rising or cut in the net long/short positions, 

every investor can manage the portfolio well before any major changes in the price movement of the respective commodities.  

NEED OF "COMMITMENTS OF TRADERS" REPORT TO INDIAN COMMODITY FUTURES MARKET …FEEL THE PULSE 

COPPER…  ROAD AHEAD IN SECOND QUARTER 2014

ed metal, Copper is also known as the metal which tracks the global economy as the global macro factors affects its 

performance. But nowadays, price movement of copper is more linked to the Chinese demand and supply coupled with credit Rconcerns rather than the performance of economy in the west. 

Despite recovery in the housing sector in the west, Copper prices have lost 7 percent in 2013 and 14 percent in first quarter of 2014. 

Recently U.S. manufacturing rose by 2.2 percent and builders constructed 18.7 percent more homes, bringing total housing starts to a 

six-year high. Construction accounts for about 40 percent of copper use, with a typical home containing about 439 pounds. 

Meanwhile, spending on all construction projects rose 4.9 percent to $899.2 billion in 2013, the most since 2009.

According to the International Monetary Fund, “The world economy will expand 3.7 percent this year, the fastest pace since 2011. 

That's up from an October forecast of 3.6 percent and 2013 growth of 3 percent. Recent jobless  in the U.S., were near the 

lowest level in almost four months and Euro area economic sentiment in February rose to the highest in more than 2 1/2 years. 

However, the U.S. recovery in auto and housing sector could not offset the weakening demand of copper in China. Copper, which is 

found in everything from car wiring to plumbing, the metal's status as a global bellwether has faded as China came to dominate 

demand over the past decade, consuming five times as much as No. 2 user the U.S. While the world economy is expanding, deliverable 

stockpiles of copper tracked by the Shanghai Futures Exchange are up 70 percent since December amid the weakest start for China's 

industrial output since 2009. 

China's share of world copper demand has more than doubled to 47 percent in December 2013 from 20 percent in 2003. Copper prices are affected by the supply and 

demand scenario in China along with its economic growth.

Industrial output, investment and retail sales growth in China cooled more than forecast in the first two months of 2014, and two manufacturing indices declined in 

February. It is estimated that Chinese economy will grow 7.45 percent this year, the weakest pace since 1990. The Chinese government is trying to rein in rising credit, 

lower overcapacity and protect the environment from industrial pollution while moving to a more consumption based growth model. Copper Imports continue to 

flood the market in China and weaker onshore prices prompted smelters to send their supply to bonded warehouses, exacerbating to the stockpile overhang.

Aggregate financing in China plunged 64 percent to 938.7 billion yuan ($152 billion) in February 2014 from a month earlier, signaling a slowdown, which allows banks 

to bypass controls and capital requirements. Tightening credit from the crackdown may mean that demand for metal in financing transactions will shrink. China had 

its first onshore bond default after Shanghai Chaori Solar Energy Science & Technology Co., a solar-panel maker, failed to make an interest payment due on March 7. 

Global mine disruptions along with China credit concerns will give further direction to the copper metal in near to medium term. Movement of greenback along with 

global infrastructural demand will affect its prices. Overall, it can move in the range of Rs. 350-450 in MCX and $6000-7000 in LME in the second quarter of 2014. 

claims

Mr. Sandeep Joon
Sr. Research Analyst 

(Commodity Fundamental)

Mr. Subhranil Dey
Sr. Research Analyst 

(Commodity Fundamental)
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 Mechanical Approach to Trading: No Emotion

rading is very rewarding but equally difficult to master. A general assumption is, trading is a zero sum game, which is 
designed to take money from many and distribute it to few and it can be conquered through superior analysis but veterans Tkeep another view that discipline & money management are the keys to achieve success. Consistency in trading comes 

when traders follow same rules without greed or fear with same level of risk management every time whenever market provides 
the opportunity but these principles are difficult to follow as it requires lot of experience and hard learning curve.

Mechanical trading can be the path to attain this consistency in trading. 

Mechanical Trading: Mechanical trading or automated trading refers to use of automation for trading in the market. A 
mechanical trading system automates the entire trading process. The trading system takes all decisions a trader must make 
while trading. This will help trader to attain consistently because the set of rules will be followed each time. The mechanics of 
trading are not left up to the judgment of the trader.

A Trading System covers these decisions required for successful trading

• Trading Instruments – Which instrument to trade  • Position Sizing - How much quantity to buy or sell • Entries - When to buy 
or sell •Stop losses - When to get out of a losing position • Exits - When to get out of a winning position • Tactics - How to buy or 
sell (Limit or Market)

Advantages of Mechanical Trading Systems:

• Eliminates emotion from trading • Fear & greed always resist a human trader to take and execute trading decisions. Trading 
systems are free of emotional resistance. 

Maintains discipline : It is difficult for a human to trade in a disciplined manner with following each rule. Mechanical trading systems preserve this discipline.

Hold consistency: Generally traders fail to follow his own developed trading rules after series of losses. If this happens, then a trader might become afraid to 
trade next signals. Mechanical trading systems trades without any hesitation and will follow the trading rules consistently in each trade.

Faster execution: It executes trade faster in comparison with manual trader. . 

Diversify trading with multiple positions & strategies: A trader has limitation of handling multiple positions & multiple strategies at a same time. Mechanical 
trading systems can do this easily and effectively. Mechanical trading systems can even trade in multiple accounts simultaneously.

Measure the system performance by back testing:  Performance of any strategy can be checked by back testing the strategy on historical data which saves lot 
of time and efforts.

Disadvantages of automated trading systems

Costing: Infrastructure and technology required for automated trading system are cost, which require regular upgrades.

Mechanical Errors: Any mechanical trading system might suffer from mechanical errors due to computer hardware, network or programming related errors, 
which will resulted in losses.

Conclusion- Mechanical trading systems have brought lot of opportunities in the trading industry, which was earlier hidden or hard to capture. This technology 
can be used to attain consistency with overcoming of human limitation in trading.

Mr. Vineet Sood
Assistant Vice President
(Derivative Strategies)

Known Events
�Earnings reports 
�Drug trial results 
�Economic reports 
�Monetary policy decisions 
�Election results 

ptions are introduced primarily as a hedging tool but most option traders use it as speculative tool.  A derivative trader 
creates position for sudden windfall gains. In this article, we will explore how to trade options during major events and how Oto hedge equity portfolio during events. Some examples where generally we witness volatility in the stock or index are-

Unknown Events 
�Merger and acquisition announcements 
�Terrorist attacks 
�Exchange malfunctions (i.e. Flash Crash, system failure) 
�Most natural disasters 
�Insider trading or financial fraud 

When can you hedge and how?

When the events are known, one can hedge his position whereas on unknown and sudden events hedging cannot be done. The 
unknown event may or may not occur, for which constant cost of hedging every time hurt the return on portfolio. So, keeping this in 
mind we will focus on hedging position for known events.

Firstly, determine the time, date and market expectation from event. Secondly, find out the position risk for which you want to 
hedge your position. Like in good news market witnesses a sharp rise and on bad one a fall. So in long position a hedging is needed from 

sharp fall whereas in short position a sharp rise is to be taken care of. When options are bought then fall in volatility will hurt whereas on short options a rise in volatility 
will wipe all profit and put the position in losses. Thirdly, once you have determined what you are trying to hedge against, you need to select the most appropriate 
option strategy. Following are the suggested strategy one can use for hedging. While the variety of hedging strategies available is unlimited, here are a few of the more 
common.

Let us take up the discussion with example of SBI, Bharti Artlel and Nifty. A week before the RBI policy announcement on 1st April a long position is created in SBI at price of 
1750.  A collar strategy executed by selling higher strike call (i.e.1850 call at 30) and simultaneously buying put (i.e. 1750 put at 55). In collar strategy the long position is 
hedge by buying put option whereas it is financed by selling higher strike call option. The losses are capped to 25 whereas on rise we get profits.

In other example at the beginning of Feb 2014 expiry Bharti Airtel is trading around 316 at that time the highest call open interest is at 320 strike. So while entering in a 
covered call strategy we sell 320 strike call at 9. The idea behind the strategy is to generate regular income on the stock holding in portfolio where one doesn't want to 
sell the stock and at the same time get benefits from stock ownership, such as dividends and voting rights and price appreciation. Before the event where one is 
expecting a downfall in the market and wants to take benefits out of it. Buying put option and put ratio back spread strategy can be profitable. To decrease the cost 
of hedging one can choose put ratio back spread where ATM put is sold and twice lower strike put are bought. 

As you can see, there are many ways to hedge against adverse market movements Consider focusing only on those positions in your portfolio that are historically the 
most volatile or those that make up a substantial position of your account. We should also focus on the cost of hedging as compared the benefits from hedging.

HOW TO TRADE OR HEDGE PORTFOLIO DURING KNOWN AND UNKNOWN EVENTS

Mr. 
Sr. Research Analyst 

(Derivatives)

Dhirender Singh Bisht 
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"Wise Money" has been one of the magazines that I have been reading regularly for getting updates 

on financial market. The best part of the magazine has been its selective but informative coverage 

on different segments of market, Wise Money is an easy reference as it captures all aspects of the 

capital markets and offers summary in a glance. The fundamental and technical analyses of select 

stocks are very detailed and impressive. Weekly frequency of the magazine also helps in having 

regular update at very short intervals. 

Looking forward for your future issues. My Best Wishes to the entire SMC  team for FY 2014-15.

Hearty congratulations to Team SMC on the 8th Anniversary of Wise Money! I am certain that Wise 

Money has over the years grown as a much awaited read for the community. It is most commendable 

the way SMC is taking forward the cause of financial awareness across the country. Here's looking 

forward to more great work from you!” 

Hearty congratulations on 8 successful years of Money! This magazine covers all aspects of 

investing well, borrowing wisely, individual financial planning and spending smartly. I find Wise 

Money as a simple yet very informative and powerful magazine. Being a weekly issue, its articles 

spreads across basics and advanced finance topics. A strong recommendation for anyone starting 

out on learning personal finance and understanding financial markets. 

Wise 
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"Wise Money" a weekly publication from SMC has been one my favorite magazines and a regular 

source of information on financial markets.

Magazine coverage in terms of  Capital market and its impact on our economy is summarized very 

well in all your weekly editions of magazine. It also gives detailed information on Indian capital 

markets, FDs, financial planning and Mutual Funds . 

I wish entire SMC team a very successful FY 2014-15 .

Mr. Ankush Chandgothia

Zonal Business Head - North, Reliance Capital Asset Management Limited

Mr. Uday Suri

National Head - Sales & Distribution, Tata Asset Management Ltd

At the outset, I congratulate SMC Wise Money for completing successful 8 years. This weekly 

publication covers all the major asset classes and provides the right amount of information to the 

discerning investor. A section on the not so savvy investor will go a long way in promoting "investing" 

habits.

Keep up the good work and wish you all the very best.

Heartiest congratulations and best wishes to SMC group on the 8th Anniversary Issue of weekly 

update “WISE MONEY”. Investor education has taken front seat in the current scenario.  Your 

efforts in enhancing investor's knowledge by providing well – researched and specific information 

about various financial products are exceptional. 

Mr. Jasmin Mehta

Vice President and Business Head – North, HDFC Asset Management Company Ltd.

SMC Global Securities Limited is one of our leading partners. I congratulate them on completion of 

20 years of excellent services in the financial services industry and for having created a high 

benchmark for peers. In a short span, they have been able to create a niche for themselves and are 

among the few names in the industry whom investors can depend upon. Congratulations on the 8th 

anniversary of Wise Money. We wish them good luck and wishes for years to come. 

Mr. D P Singh, 

Executive Director & Chief Marketing Officer (Domestic Business), SBI Mutual Fund.
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Mr. A. Balasubramanian, 

CEO, Birla Sun Life Asset Management Company

Mr. Himanshu Vyapak

Deputy CEO, Reliance Capital Asset Management Limited

Mr. Chandresh Kumar Nigam,

 Managing Director & Chief Executive Officer, Axis Mutual Fund

Congratulations on the 8th anniversary issue of the weekly magazine “Wise Money.” This magazine 

has become one of the sources of information for SMC investors to make an investment decision.  Its 

coverage of capital market products, mutual funds, currencies and commodities help investors 

make an informed investment decision. We support publications like these which recommend 

investments in market linked products as these products endeavour to offer returns to beat 

inflation as compared to fixed return products. Mutual funds are the ideal investment choice for an 

investor who wants better tax adjusted market linked returns.

 I wish the editorial team all the best and hope they continue the good work in the years to come. 

Mr. Kiran Kaushik

Sr. Vice President – National Head -  Sales, HDFC Asset Management Company Ltd.
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investments in market linked products as these products endeavour to offer returns to beat 

inflation as compared to fixed return products. Mutual funds are the ideal investment choice for an 

investor who wants better tax adjusted market linked returns.

 I wish the editorial team all the best and hope they continue the good work in the years to come. 

Mr. Kiran Kaushik

Sr. Vice President – National Head -  Sales, HDFC Asset Management Company Ltd.
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n the financial markets, many times stocks witness a gap opening: it may be fundamental or technical reasons - it may be up or 
down, but with no volumes in between. And traders try to get these as opportunities to earn profits. For eg, if a company Iannounces better than expected quarterly earnings, then the stock may react gap up for the next session, which shows the 

open price is higher than the close price of the previous session & vice-versa. Besides quarterly earnings, some other corporate 
actions such as dividend, preference issue, right issue and re-structuring can also sometimes result into gap openings. 

There are four different types of gaps, excluding the gaps that occur on fundamental basis. The interesting things about the Gap 
theory is that all gaps are eventually filled, may be in hours, days, weeks or may take years to fill the same.

Common gap: It occurs in the sideways or range bound movement between support and resistance levels. Price movement in the 
range fills the gap in short span of time. Trading strategy is to initiate long around the bottom of trading range and initiate short 
around the top of sideways move.

Breakaway gap: It occurs when the price comes out from consolidation zone with gap, which can raise the chance to extend the 
sentiment or coming move can be appropriate. Trading strategy: When a breakaway up gap occurs, you can initiate long with stop 
loss directly below the resistance of congestion area whereas for down gap, initiate short with stop loss above the support of 
consolidation.

Measuring/ Runaway gap: It is also known as continuation 
gap which is usually found during the established price trend. This gap is used to anticipate 
how much further move can continue. Measuring gaps are not filled for a considerable 
period of time. Trading strategy: One should consider the market situation before entering 
any trade. For runaway up gap, enter long if previous close is higher than the open price 
and for down gap, initiate short if previous close is lower than the open. 

Exhaustion gap: It usually occurs at the end of strong trend along with significant move in 
the volume. It means the large difference between the previous close and current opening 
in the opposite direction of prevailing trend. Trading Strategy for exhaustion gaps is to 
trade against the trend. Therefore, some traders use the up gap as short sell the stock at 
the open and use the gap down for entering a long. In both cases, traders would exit on the 
close.

Conclusion: Gap theory is very powerful technique and helps to determine short-term, and 
in some cases long-term stock market swings. Moreover, gap can play an important role 
when spotted before the beginning of move and it is also useful in trading technique to 
generate better profitable trades.

here are many ways to trade in the stock market, such as averaging or keeping a fixed stop loss on the basis of technicals in the 
respective scrips. On the other hand, fund houses use Quantitative research method for crunching numbers of particular scrip and Tthen take trading decisions accordingly. There is another simple approach to determine the strength of particular scrip i.e to 

compare with its index. This index has been calculated on the basis of market capitalization of different stocks belonging to same 
industry and weightage is assigned accordingly. Technical analysis is an integral part which is applied here to forecast strength and 
weakness of a particular stock. Apart from technical chart patterns, there are other tools available which help in comparison of the 
scrips with its respective index. For e.g, Relative strength comparison or price relative.

Interpretation: This is an important tool which is used to compare the performance of a stock to its sector or industry group. It can also 
be used to find the stocks that are holding up better during a broad market decline or showing weakness during a broad market advance. 
The price relative is simply the base security divided by the comparative security.

The price relative is used to gauge relative strength, which is important when it comes to stock selection. Many portfolio managers 
compare their performance to a benchmark. Their goal is to outperform that benchmark. In order to achieve this goal, managers often 
look for stocks that are showing relative strength.

Calculation: Price Relative=Base security/Comparative security

This can be further illustrated 
with an example:

In this e.g we took two stocks 
of banking sector i.e ICICI Bank and HDFC bank and compare 
with its index i.e BSE Banking index

1. In the case of ICICI Bank, it rallied smoothly in the form of higher 
highs and higher lows due to which banking index also rose sharply 
along with the scrip. This shows that ICICI bank is leading its peers in 
the index and propped up the rally in the banking index.

2. Now in the case of HDFC bank one can see that the price 
movement in this particular scrip is on downside in the 
period of July to august. But on the contrary, index did not 
gave sharp fall along with this scrip which once again shows 
the laggardness in this scrip which did not reflected the 
movement in index along with its own direction.

In this way, we can compare more scrips with its index and 
invest to earn more profits.

Conclusion: Technical Indicators such as MACD, RSI, Stochastic, RSC 
etc can help the traders to enhance their trading performance.

Mr. Parminder Chauhan
Sr. Research Analyst (Technical)
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